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" ••• and if we consider and ask our-
selves wha t sort of music we should 
wish to hear on entering a church, 
we should surely, in describing our 
ideal, say first of all that it must 
be something different from what is 
heard elsewhere; that it should be 
a sacred music, devoted to its pur-
pose, a music whose peace should 
still passion, whose dignity should 
strengthen our faith, whose unques-
tioned beauty should find a home · in 
our hearts, to cheer us in life cmd 
death; a music worthy of the fair 
temples in which we meet and of ••• 
holy word s ••• ; a music whose expres-
sion of the mystery of t h ings unseen 
never allowed any trifling motive to 
ruffle the sanctity of 1 ts reserve •.•. 11 
--- Robert Bridges 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction, Aim and Purpose 
In this age for the first time in its entire 
history, music in all its phases is available to everyone. 
ConQert halls and music schools are no longer open only to 
select aristocratic cliques, but to all who have the de-
sire to hear and know music. Children from every social 
level lea rn to read music as soon as they learn to read 
words. To those with the urge to ore~tte or the talent for 
interpreta tion, the radio and concert hall offer equal op-
portunity for the exercise of their art on the basis of 
their own ability and achievement rather than on the basis 
of their a ssociations with prominent or influential patrons. 
It is no longer a luxury to be an ama teur musician. Any-
one so inclined may belong to an orchestra or choir without 
the necessity of making a profession of music or the church. 
Why i .s it then tha t in this ostensible golden 
age of musical opportunity Protestant church music is in a 
state of decadence? Why, possessing all conceivable musical 
advantages, is present-day church music content with medio-
crity while that of the age of J.S. Bac~which offered few 
if any such musical advantages1 tended toward a high degree 
of e xcellence? Must equal musica_l opportunity be admitted 
less successful than biased specialization, a diffuse weak-
l 
ness rather than a multi-potential strength? Is the best 
church music written under coercion as in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries when the composer had to write to 
order and write well enough to be noticed in order to re-
main in the favor of his patron or else lose his job and 
his livelihood? Or can better church music be produced 
under the modern theory that the creation of musical master-
pieces must spring from free, untrammelled inspiration, di-
vorced from any kind of materialism? 
The following study does not attempt to answer 
these questions. They are set forth here only as a sugges-
tion of the far-reaching implications of this study, tenta-
tive hypotheses for subsequent study to which the principles 
determined here may point the way. 
The aim of this study is to establish a musical 
and liter8 ry standard for choral music in the Protestant 
churches in America. Its purpose is to apply this standard 
in an analysis and criticism of representative anthems in 
the current repertoire of Protestant churches of various 
denominations in America. If, however, it is vital and 
fertil e enough to support theses capable of deeper and wider 
application, the labor will not have been in vain. 
Unfortunately, recognition must be ma.de at the 
outset of the basic unrepresentativity of this study. 
Many thousands of choral anthems a.re already in existence 
and each yea. r many hundreds more are composed, published 
2 
and put into use, while only a mere hundred are considered 
here. Inconclusive as this unrepresentativity may be in 
rela tion to the immediate thesis, it is at least indicative 
of a broad and relatively unexplored field for continued 
study and research upon this subject. 
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CHAPTER II 
Establishing Criteria for Evaluation 
of the Text 
The fundamental source of any words or texts 
used in the church service must be worship. This is the 
first important realization to be accepted in a study of 
choral anthem texts. The words of Scripture, ever present 
in the church service, spring from the worship of ancient 
Hebrews and early Christians and contain an ageless timeli-
ness, an unchanging depth of human understanding, which is 
as appropria.te to the worship of today as it was to that of 
by-gone centuries. The prayers of the church service are a 
direct expression of worship. It sta.nds to rea.son that the 
texts of hymns and anthems to be worshipful or fitting to 
the service of worship must spring from that worship. 
Thus it would appear tha.t the words and their 
form are secondary, the meaning underlying them and ex-
pressed through them being paramount. What are any words 
but the form of feeling? Without the meaning of which it is 
a symbol, a word is only a succession of letters. In the 
anthem text, then, the spirit of worship behind the words 
and expressed through them is basic. "Religious exper-
ience constantly tries to realize itself in words. Words 
are needed, both for expression and impression. The mind 
must rest with definiteness on certain ima.ges, memories, 
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needs, hopes, ••• aspirations, ideals •••• But the attempt 
to use religious terms by themselves as a means of self-
realization or of communication brings out in many direc-
tions the weakness of mere language as a full embodiment of 
religious truth and experience."1 Music, the principal aid 
to language will be dealt with in a later chapter. In the 
other direction there are passages of words so powerful and 
expressive that they reject all other means of expression. 
Such passages suffer no other expression to come near them 
and stand alone sufficient unto themselves. 2 The danger 
here is tha t by thus isolating themselves from other means 
of expression the words also isolate themselves from the 
meaning that runs like a thread through the service of wor-
ship and ultimately from that same meaning which lies behind 
them.3 
The problem, therefore, is obtaining a text so 
perfect and transparent that the spirit of worship comes 
effortlessly through the words, unclouded by them, even off-
set by them, and the actual text itself is forgotten, like 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Waldo Selden Pratt, Musical Ministries in the Church 
(N.Y., Toronto, Fleming H. Revell Co.) 1902, p. 38 
Archibald T. Davison, The Technique of Choral Comp)-
sition (Ce.mbridge, Mass., Harvard University Press 
1945, p. 141 . 
Louis F. Benson, The English Hymn (N.Y., George H. 
Doran Co.) 1915, p. vi 
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the technique of a great concert artist, so perfect that he 
seems to be playing pure music without the intermediary 
factor of technique. The aim or goal, then, is the spirit 
of worship; the actual concern, however, is not with the 
end but with the means, not spiritual, but technical. What 
constitutes a text so perfectly transparent as to seem non-
existant? How can such a perfect identity between symbol 
and actuality be achieved that the words seem identical with 
their meanings? 
There are two general approaches to this problem, 
representing two schools of thought on the question. One 
declares that the w~y to achieve an effect of non-existant 
technique is by doing away with technique. The common be-
lief of this school is that technique contributes added 
artificiality and coldness.4 Polished verse may diminish 
the inspirational fervor.5 Benson hints at this theory 
when he says that hymns may or may not be literature, their 
sphere, motive, canons, and use being different from those 
of li tera.ture, setting them ~part on a special spiri tua.l 
plane defined by their fundament a l rela.tions which are 
liturgical, not literary.6 In refutation of this theory 
4. R.E. Welsh and F.G. Edwards, Romance of Psalter and 
Hymnal (London, Hodder a.nd Stoughton)l889, p. 12b 
5. Thomas Wright, August M· Toplady and Contemporary 
Hymn-writers (London, Farncombe and Co.) 1911, 
pp. xiii-iv· 
6. Benson, English Hymn, p. viii 
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and continuing to consider words synonymous with technique 
- ' 
to do away with technique means to do away with words. 
Without words meaning cannot be expressed, for meaning can-
not express itself, but requires the aid of a more t a.ng ible 
medium. Therefore, this theory defeats its purpose. 
The other school of thought holds tha t an effect 
of non-existe.nt technique can only be achieved through 
super-refinement of technique; technique the t has become 
second na ture. Allon very nicely sta tes this theory for 
our consideration: 
"Gra.nted tha t poetry and music a re 
but the form, a.nd that thought and 
feeling a re the spirit of praise. 
A whole burnt offering requires not 
only the sacrifice, but the wood and 
the fire to enkindle it."7 
And that wood and fire can be only of the best sort tha.t 
burns re a.dily without faltering and without claiming too 
much attention. As the gre atest perfection of technique in 
the handling of words is to be found in the field of litera-
ture, this school of thought bases itself on literature. 
But while simila r sentiments a nd ideals may be 
found in worship and fine poetry and prose, religion a.nd 
literature are distinct and independent, each leading a life 
of its own. Most people agree. tha t the litera ture of the 
7. Henrr. Allon, 11 Church Song in Its Rela tions to Church 
Life' Exeter Hall Lectures (London, James Nisbet and 
Co.) 1862, p.-5---
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church service, stemming from worship a.s it does, should 
belong less to literature than to religion. This does not 
indica te a divorce from literature. It is an artistic f a ct 
that there are basic principles common to all the arts, 
those principles of central theme, repetition of bas ic com-
positional units, contrast and rhythm, climax, and struc-
tural form or cre2tive design8 which determine the category 
known as 'the Arts'. Artistically grea t master-pieces of 
the different arts may resemble each other though they em-
ploy absolutely different techniques. 1\ Giorg ione's Fete 
A Champetre, though an oil painting , i .s like chamber music, 
the subtle counterpoint of the contemporary Joaquin des Pres 
or Mozart's string quartet known as "The Hunt", or like 
Wordsworth's Tintern Abbe~ and The Fountain, or Shelley's 
With £_ Guitar to Jane, or Ke ats' ! StQod Tip-Toe Upon ~ 
Little Hill, and in many respects r e ligion or worship is 
also an art. The : Kin~ James version of the Bible is both 
a ma sterp iece of worship and of Elizabethan literature. 
The que s tion is where to draw the line betvveen literature 
and religion. 
Specifically applied to our considera tion of 
anthem text, the problem assumes two aspects, large 6on-
siderations such as subject ma tter and form, and small con-
8. H. Augustine Smith, Fin~ Arts in Religion Outline, 
1945, p. 1 
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sidere.tions such a.s phre.seology, meter, etc. Obviously the 
small cons idera.tions are the technical minutiae of litera.-
ture: grammar, syntax, phraseology, meter, rhyme, metaphor, 
and all the rest. Correct and excellent handling of these 
is the same for both the field of literature and tha t of re-
ligion. The large considerations can have both literary e.nd 
religious applica tions, the religious being different from 
the literary. And precisely here would seem to be the di-
viding line between literature and religion. Religious 
literature shG>uld h ave distinction of subject matter and 
form from other literature just as symphonic music has dis-
tinction from opera. 
What should be the form of religious literature 
if the literary forms such as the lyric, sonnet, ballad, 
epic, ode, quatrain, be discarded? It should be the form 
of worship. 
" •.. when religion seeks formal ex-
pression through fixed forms and 
orders of worship, its norma.l pro-
gress involves a contra.st of ideas 
and emotions a nd the attempted re-
conciliation of this conflict." 9 
" ••. the service .•• accepts the 
formal pattern of the experience of 
man's love of God, and within this 
pattern states the thesis, the anti-
thesis, and then the resolution of 
these correlative ideas and emotions."lO 
9. Willa rd L. Sperry, Reality in Worship (N.Y., The Me.c-
Millan Co.) 1925, p. 293 
10. Ibid, p. 282 
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A form is not merely a surface pattern. It is 
an all-pervading structural framework like the human skeleton 
of .bones or the steel sub-structure of a sky-scraper.or 
bridge which supports super-structure. To be a support a 
form must be supple, therefore it usually consists of many 
small units joined together; and strong, the secret of its 
strength usually lying in repetition of the basic formal 
unit, form within form. The bones of the body are similar 
in form, attached by joints. The angular form of the sky-
' 
scraper consists of steel rectangles and triangles, the 
strongest of all construction units, counter-balancing 
thrust with thrust. Sonata form is a huge ternary form 
each part of which consists of sma.ller ternary forms which 
in turn may be divided into binary forms, periods, the per-
iods into phrases, the phrases into members, and the members 
into motifs. 
To be a strong, supple form the three-fold form 
of worship should be based on this repetition of form within 
form. Almost without exception the Scripture passages,ll 
prayers, sermons, hymns and anthems which a:te most appro-
priate and worshipful .:md wh ich carry the greatest impa.ct of 
significance are those wh ich follow the natural emotional 
11. A. Madeley Richardson, The Psalms (London, Vincent 
Music Co., ltd.) 1903 pp. 2-3 
a detailed discussion of the form of the Psalms 
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pattern upon which the form of worship is be. sed-:-- exal ta-
tion or praise, humiliation or confession, a.nd the synthesis 
of the two, devotion. Applying this to the cons ide ration · 
of anthem texts, here are three exemplary passages of Scrip-
ture rather frequently set to music as anthems. 
Thesis or 
exal te.tion 
Antithesis 
or 
dejection 
Synthesis 
or 
dedication 
Thesis or 
exalta tion 
Antithesis 
or 
dejection 
Synthesis 
1. devotion 
Psalm 23 
The Lord is my shep-
herd; I shall not 
want 
Yea, though I walk 
through the valley of 
the shadow of death •••. 
Thy rod and Thy staff 
they comfort me •••• 
Surely goodness and 
mercy shall follow me ••.. 
Psalm 42 
As the hart panteth 
after the water brooks, 
so my soul after Thee, 
0 God 
My tears ••.• Where is 
Thy God? 1N"hy e.rt thou 
cast down? 
The Lord will command 
his loving kindness 
2. dedica tion Hope thou in God. I 
shall yet praise Him. 12 
12. Sperry, Reality in Worship, p. 283 
11 
Thesis or 
exalta tion 
Antithesis 
or 
humilia tion 
Synthesis 
1. 
2. 
John I 1-14 
In the beginning was 
the Word 
The darkness compre-
hended it not. His 
own received Him not 
As many a s r eceived 
Him, born ••• of t he 
will of God 
The word wa s made 
flesh, we beheld his 
slory 13 
Not only should the form of the anthem text cor-
resp ond to t hat of the service of worship, but the text of 
the anthem should fit the general theme of the service and 
sermon, 14 serving as c:mother link between anthem and service. 
Thus the anthem ''joins hands with prea,ching on the one side 
and with ••• worship on t h e other. nl5 It is at once FO:ft and 
OF the people. But not all sermon texts are or suggest 
sui table subjects for a.nthem texts •16 For example, a sermon 
may deal with current events or intere s ts such as plays and 
movies. To match this the text and music of the anthem 
would of necessity be cast in a s ecule. r vein incongruous 
13. Sperry, Reality in Worship, p. 285 . 
14. Von Ogden Vogt, Art in Relig ion (New Haven, Yale Uni-
versity Press} London, Humphrey Milford, Oxford Uni-
versity Press) 1921, pp. 174, 176 
15. Waldo Selden Pratt, "The Problem of Music in the 
Church" Northwestern University Bulletin, vol 31, 
no. 15 (Chicago, Northwestern University) 1930, p. 14 
16. Archibald T. Davison, Protestant Church Music in 
America (Boston, E.C. Schirmer) 1933, pp. 62-64 
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with the spirit of worship. It should also be remembered 
that this incongruity likewise applies directly to the ser-
mon material itself. Again, a sermon may dea l with matters 
of abs tract theology and dogma uncongenial to the type of 
textual and musical expression of the anthem.17 "You ca.nnot 
put p roofs of the Trinity, or controversial supports of the 
Unity of God ••. into hymns."l8 "It is only trust and love, 
jOY and peace, the hopes and aspirations of the soul which 
are deeper than our specula,tive opinions and ecclesiastica.l 
f nl9 th f d t 1 f f i pre erences ••• , ose un amen as o a th and worship 
common to all creeds and denominations that find appropriate 
expression in the poetry and music of the anthem. 
To summarize these concerns of subject matter, 
the following definition of a perfect hymn-book admirably 
applies to the perfect anthem: 
11 llfnerfect expression of the real of~the church in forms perfectlX 
adapted to the service of song. ' 
life 
20 
There are two aspects of the real life of the church, the 
super-human: Faith, r everence for God, penitent love, joy 
21 in everpresent Grace, adoration of Infinite Holiness; and 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Davison, Protestant Church ~~sic, p. 61 
Thomas Starr King, Spiritual Christianity (American 
Unita rian Associa tion) 1858, pp. 33-4 
Alfred P. Putnam, Singers and S)ngS of the Liberal 
Faith (Boston, Roberts Brothers 1 75, p. vii 
William Converse IJI1ood, "Hymns and Hymn-Singing, u 
Congrega tional Quarte r ly, Oct. 1874, p. 590 
King, Spiritual Christianity, pp. 33-4 
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human: the feeling of the huma.n soul, contrite, joyful, in-
tercessory.22 An anthem may be of elevating or humiliating 
mood, but it should never interrupt the flow of devotiona l 
feeling . Any subject matter or trea t ment of subject ma.tter 
that excites the critical f aculty interrupts the devotional 
feeling and should be condemned. 23 Of a.daptabili ty to the 
service of song Davison says of a composer choosing a text 
that 
"He should seek words embodying ideas 
which stimula te his imagina.tion; ••. 
confine himself to materia l of high 
literary quality; and •.• be sure 
tha t the text ••• literally cries 
out to be sung •••• he should be 
sure that it is not only lyrical in 
the poetic sense, but that, as a 
ma.tter of practical workmanship, it 
will also sing admirably." 24 
A closer examination of these f a ctors consists of an analysis 
of those smaller considerations which constitute the liter-
ary aspect of the anthem text. 
What, first of all, makes words stimulating to 
the imag ination? They are words which a.re understood by and 
thri l l many people a t the same time , simple, dr amatic words~5 
Specifically applied to the concern of anthem text they are 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Charles B. Pe a rson, "Hymns and Hymn-Writers," Oxford 
Essays (London, John W. Parker .and Son) 1858, p. 163 
Campbe ll, Duncan, Eymns and Hymn-makers (London, A. 
and C. Bla.ck) 1898, p . xvi 
Davi s on, Choral .Q.qmposition, p. 140 
Joseph Belcher, H1storical Sketches of Hymns (Phila-
delphia, Lindsay and Blakiston) 1859-,-p. 19 
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"the accent of the Pe<;>ple' s worship, tt26 words tha.t voice a 
general need .27 But imB.g inative words a re not commonpl a.ce, 
average, everyday; they are words which not only express 
what is, but what might be. They express "not only the 
average level of experience, what we have attained to, but 
what we are aiming a t."28 
Secondly, what factors or techniques make for 
imaginative literature of a high quality? A striking idea 
strikingly expressed. 29 A striking idea is an isolated, 
single, meaningful theme.3° A multiplicity of themes, differ-
ent i deas , r esults in lack of power, diffuseness and inco-
herence.31 Express the idea briefly and compactly32 so that 
it reveals itself in its entirety as a natural and inevit-
able progression from be ginning to end. A meaningful idea 
is like a mea.ningful phrase of words or music containing a 
beginning, climax and end.33 There should be no digressions 
or interruptions. While individua l words shou:J._d always be 
g iven c a reful e.ttention, they are only a means to an end 
and should not be a distra ction from the meaning of the 
26. Evelyn Underhill, Worship ( N.Y., Harper Brothers) 
1937, p. 107 
27. Campbell, Hymns ~nd Hymn-makers, p . xvi 
28. Ibid, p . xix 
29. Ibid, p. xvi 
30. Bens on, English Hymn, p. 208 
31. James JIC . Hewin, Hints Concerning Church ~iusic (Boston, 
A. Williams and Co.) 1857, p. 11 
32. Op. Cit. 
33. Ibid Op. Cit. 
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whole.34 Repetition often becomes heavy and redundant; used 
merely for the sake of s pinning out the ma terial to gre ater 
lengths, it frequently indicates a seconda ry interest in the 
meaning . 35 · of utmost impor tance is the careful choice and 
handling of individua l words, for the excellence of the 
whole is proportionate to the excellence of the details. 
Five r e liable gu i de-posts to the choice and handling of 
words a re perspicacity, s implicity, ea.se, ima.gery e.nd color-
ing.36 Only the word v;hich comes closest to the me aning , the 
most concrete word, the word of mo s t vivid and direct appli-
cation should be used. This is wha t Davies means when he 
says 
''Fill wor ds with their fullest me an-
ing . Pour spirit into their every 
cranny and crevice •••. " 37 
Usua lly the simplest word is most appropriate. Simplicity 
as well a s ease a lso applies to the verbal progression. 
Words a re he avy or light, fast or slow, smooth or bumpy, 
and a verba l progr ession containing a va riety of words of 
different temp o and timbre lacks both simplicity and ea se. 
Some t echnical terms for this unevenness of progression a re 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
Nathaniel D. Gould, Church Music in America (Bos ton, 
A. N. Johnson) 1853 , p. 149 
Davison, Chora l Composition, p. 146 
Pearson, "Hymns and Hymn-Writers," p . 147 
Walford Davie s and Harvey Grc:w e, Music and VTorship 
(N.Y., H.W. Gray Co.) 1935, p . 45 
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forced metaphor and artific ia.li ty of language rooted in 
stilted ideas.38 Certa in words and phrases known as cliches 
have been so much used or so frequently misused that they 
have become hackneyed, worn out,39 and their use results in 
erroneous connotation as well as impotency of expression. 
They weaken the tension of a verbal progression as a loose 
peg does the tautness of a violin string . The body of the 
progression gives way at the cliche point or drops out com-
pletely leaving a mea,ningless gap. 
Thirdly, wha t f e ctors or techniques render ima-
ginative literature peculiarly singable? Poetry and music 
alone of all the arts are dynamic,40 taking pla.ce in time 
rather than space, are auditory rather than visual. The 
body of poetry and music may be isola ted in space, set on 
paper in ink, but the soul, the real life of both, exists 
only in sound. That is why a piece of music may seem to tell 
a story and a. poem may seem to sing. A concrete compa rison 
of the elements of s pee ch and music ma.kes this a ffinity im-
media tely obvious: 
Speech Music 
1. Rise and fall or rela-
tive pitch of words 
1. Rise and fall of tones 
vita l to melodic utter-
ance 
38. 
39. 
40. 
Pe a rson, "Hymns and Hymn-Vv'riters, u p. 163 
Edwin Holt Hughes and others, Worship in Music (N.Y., 
Cincinna ti, Chicago, The Abingdon PresS) 1929, p. 93 
Pratt, Musical Ministries, p. 37 
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2. Rhythm or relative 
length of words 
3. Light and shade or 
relative volume 
4. Speed 
5. Spa.cing 
2. Longs and shorts of 
tones 
3. Dynamics: volume has · 
the same expressive 
significances and the 
same dangers as in 
s peech. 
4. Tempo. The same ob-
bligetions of speed and 
5. of Spacing are as ines-
capable in song as they 
are in speech. 41 
To unite music and words into a single composi-
tion, an artistic whole, the melodic inflection, ehythm, 
light a.nd shade of the words and music must correspond. 42 
This is fairly easily accomplished if a regular ehythm and 
meter of the music and words is strictly adhered to. The 
best poetry, however, is that which, within a given meter, 
presents the subtlest variety of regularity and irregularity, 
diversity of accent.43 Likewise, the best music is that 
which is not a victim to the 'tyranny of the bar-line' and 
presents a subtle secondary rhythmic pattern. The problem 
of synchronizing these subtle secondary rhythms of music and 
words44 is primarily a problem of accentuation. One usually 
thinks of accentuation in terms of the syllE!.bles of a word 
or notes in a. ber of music, but this is the smallest i tern 
of a far more inclusive consideration. If accented syllables 
41. Davies, Music and Worship, pp. 49, 62 
42. Ibid, pp. 46-7 
43. William Vernon Harcourt, Symmetrical Psalmody (London, 
George Bell) 1855, p. xxiii 
Gould, Church }.~usic, pp. 146-7 
44. Op. Cit., p. xxxviii 
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in a word corr espond to accented notes in a measure, beyond 
this there a re accented words a nd phra se s which corresp ond 
to a ccented motifs a nd musica l phra ses, and a ccented sen-
tences corre s ponding to musical forms.45 Obviously there 
a re incorporated into this theory t wo types of accent, known 
as the dynamic and agogic accent. The dynam ic acc ent cor-
respond s in music to the > or sforzando; the agogic 
to the - , or tenuto. One i s vertica l, in height, the 
other hori zonta l, in br eadth. One of the most common ca re-
lessnes ses in the setting of words to mus ic i s the confusion 
of the s e type s of a ccent.46 
The form of poetry pre sents added problems of 
synchronization with musical form beyond and inclusive of 
the probl ems of a ccentua tion a lready noted in connection 
with mus ical phraseology and poetic prose. "Rhythmical form 
points to words in verse "47 or vice versa, but there are 
few or no verse form s corresponding , for example, to the 
three- part form in music which demands tha t the fina.l phra ses 
of the te xt coincide literally, both verbally a nd meaningfull 
with the initia l ones. 48 The pa.r a llel period in mu s ic dema nds 
tha t t wo succe ss ive ph rases consist l a.r gely of the s ame mel-
45. Harcourt, Symmetrica l Ps a lmody, p. xxxi 
46. Cha rles Burney,~ General Histor y of Music (N.Y., 
Harcourt, Br a ce a.nd Co.) 1935, vol. 2, p. 503 
47. John Rober t Lunn, " on the Composition and Choice of 
Ecclesia stical Mu s ic," The Chur ch and the World (Lon., 
Longmans, Green, Re ader and Dyer) '18b8:-P. 366 
48. Da.vison, Chora l Composition, p. 159 
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·, 
odic, h a rmonic and rhythmic me teria.l, and therefore, demands 
simila rity in meter, a cc entuation and meaning from t wo sue-
cessive lines of poetry. The following t wo opening lines 
of Francis Thompson's The Hound of Heaven e_re i deal pa.ra.llel 
period ma.teria.l, being exact in meter and meaning . Pa ired 
lines of verse like this a re the exception r a t her than the 
rule: 
"I fled Him, down the nights and 
down the days; 
I fled Him down the arches of the 
ye ars;" 49 
In the following t wo lines of ve rse t he meter is ia.mbic 
pentameter, but the first line sta rts with a dactyl, subtly 
varying t he a ccentuation. 
/ ._J v I ._., { ._., I v 
"Echoes and wa.terfa l s , a nd pointed 
-v 1 .._; 1cr£g s 1 .._.... 1 , ._., Tha t into mu s tC touch the pa ssing 
witld. 11 50 
Two rea sons why thi s would not fit int o par a llel per iod 
form are, fir st, dissimila rity of seconde_ry rhythms causing 
the mus ica l accent to f a ll on an una c cent ed syllable;51 and 
second, d i s similarity of meaning , diffe r ing sub j ect ma tter 
in the t wo lines. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
Another invita tion to unde s irable musica l ac-
Richard Aldington, ed., The Vi k ing Book of Poetry 
(N.Y., The Vi l-c ing Press) 1941, p. 1082 
William 1iJrordsworth, The Poetica l Work s of Wordsworth, 
Thomas Hutch inson, ed. (N.Y., Oxford University Pres s ) 
1933, p . 708 
Gould, Church wrusic, pp . 147- 8 
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centuation of unaccented syllables is the three-syllable 
word: 
A-dorned with ma----jes-tee-e and grace 
To see---- a pro---di--gal--- re-turn 52 
Polysyllabic words are not only problems in accentuation but 
in expression as well.53 They a re ponderous and render both 
the rhythm and the meaning of the passage sluggish. They 
are hard to sing and hard to understand.54 
Still another condition resulting in mis-accent-
ua tion is unmatched inflection of words and music. In the 
following example the rise and fall of the melodic line does 
not agree with that of the words: 
I 
.. I,/ •• ... ,. .. , 
Ill •,7 .. --. I 
y .N .. 
v 1Shout Por j 'oy w th songs bf praif es 55 
So far in the problem of accentuation the con-
cern has been primarily with dynamic accent. Whereas dynamic 
accent deals principally with consont::mts and diction, agogic 
accent deals with vowels and vocal expansiveness.56 Con-
sider once again for a moment the Wordsworth and Thompson 
quotations (p. 20). The character of the Wordsworth passage 
52. Gould, Church Music, p. 148 
53. Ibid, p. 147 
54. Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 23 
55. Op. Cit., p. 148 
56. Davison, Chora l Composition, p. 146 
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depends upon the he.rd ch, £ and 8. a.nd the explosive :b g_ and 
£ sounds, producing an irregular surface picture with little 
depth which calls for an angular musical setting of brillia.nt 
surface tone but little tonal depth or resonance. The Thomp-
son, however, is dominated by . the vowel sounds e, g_, 1, a.nd 
especially ow, producing a p icture of grea t depth and ce.lling 
for a mus i cal setting of exceptional resonance. The differ-
ence is implied tempo is also notable, the Wordsworth being 
light and rapid, the Thompson heavier and slow, but with an 
accompanying urgency suggested more by the meaning than the 
sound. Vowels need more time than consona.nts to be effective, 
therefore a spacious text with a preponderance of "uninhibitec ' 
vowels is more de s irab le to the singers.57 
"By spreading a single vowel over 
several measures ••• the singer is 
given time to express the full 
meaning of the text at tha t point, 
and to impart to the music all the 
beauty of sound of which he is 
capable." 58 
Articula tion applies alike to consonants and 
vowels e.nd is difficult in very high or very low range. 59 
"No wise composer will ask e. chorus 
to sing on a high note ~ a.s in 
seek, e a s in left, .2 e.s in low, ~ 60 as in wade or :!d. a.s in full or mute." 
57. Davison, Choral Composition, p. 144 
58. Ibid, p. 146 
59. Ibid, p. 49 
60. Ibid, P. 143 
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The special effect of articulation, sta ccato, is the special 
property of consonants. 
"In general, words which end in ~' 
and conjunct words, the first of 
which ends and t h e second of which 
begins with a vowel, are poor mater-
ial for staccato singing." 61 
"The guiding principle of so setting 
a text tha t the most is made of its 
lyrical possibilities is distribu-
tion .•• and the reigning principle 
in tha t distribution is a na tural-
ness that lies as close as possible 
to speech." 62 
"The meaning of the text and the 
beauty of its language must animate 
every musical intention and must 
vitalize every measure if the com-
position ••• is to achieve the stat-
ure of a work of art." 63 
The music is written for a specific passage of words; there-
fore, any al tera,tion of the words is usually detrimenta,l to 
the compositional whole, upsetting the balance of accentua-
tion, nuance and meaning. Of chief concern here are trans-
lations and adaptations. 
"Translations c:,re even less artistic-
ally valdd than musical transcrip-
tions for they do not even sound 
like their originals, and much · 
poetry, though fitted out with ca.l-
culated devices like alliteration 
and onomatopeia, depends to a not 
inconsiderable extent for its effect 
on the mere sound of the words.'' 64 
61. Davison, Choral Composition, p. 145 
62. Ibid, p. 143 
63. Ibid, p. 50 
Richardson, The Psalms, p. 10 
64. Op. Cit., p.-r4o 
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A literal translation, while faithful to the meaning, is 
usually too pedantic and l a cks freshness of inspira tion and 
nuance. It is no longer imaginative literature, but dull 
and slavish.65 Too free a translation is sub ject to dif-
fuseness and digression from the orig inal mea.ning, so that 
neither the original construction, or a ccent a.nd nuance, nor 
the original meaning a re retained.66 In excess of diffuse 
translation is adapt a tion, which is neither translation nor 
paraphrase, but of entirely different purport and s entiment97 
A simple example of this is the famili a r Christmas hymn, 0 
Come, All Ye Faithful (Adeste Fidelia) to which the com-
pletely unrela ted words, ll£! Firm! Founda tion, Ye Saints of 
the Lord, are sung. The latter text is a fine example of a 
badly misfitting adapta tion (See Appendix I). 
Adapta tions 're particula rly employed by the 
Protestant churches as a means of utilizing some of the 
finest church music of Catholic origin whose orig inal Latin 
text expressed inacceptable theologica l doctrine s . 
" ••• it is a Protestant tradition 
and a wholesome one, tha t services 
shall be spoken and sung in the ver-
nacular. On the other hand, many 
Latin texts, even taken literally 
are not ungra teful to Protestant 
dogma . Any l anguage los es by trans-
lation and where no satisfa ctory 
transla tion exists, or where a good 
65. Pee.rson, "Hymns and Hymn-Writers, 11 p. 134 
66. Ibid, p. 130 
67. Lunn, ''Ecclesiastical Music, 11 p. 381 
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paraphrase or substitute text is 
not to be had, there is no reason 
why choirs in Protestant churches 
should not sing in Latin. In the 
Middle Ages and in the sixteenth 
century, music and text were one 
and indivisible; every shade and 
accent of the Latin found their 
complement in the musical setting, 
and to separate these does vio-
lence to both music a.nd words." 68 
Some examples of Latin texts appropriate for use in Protest-
ant churches are the Advent Prose, Rorate Caeli; many 
Christmas texts such as Hodi~ Christus natus est, Puer na.tus 
in Bethlehem, Exulta, filia Syon and Vidimus stellam; the 
Miserere (51st psalm) and pr actically all the Graduals and 
Tracts for Lent, as well as Christus factus est, Q vos omnes, 
Tenebrae facti sunt, Sepulto Domino for Holy ~: eek; the 
Easter Alleluia, Paacha nostra, Christus resurgens, etc.; 
Ascension texts: Psallite Domino and Ascendit Deus; Whit-
sunday texts: Veni Sancte Spiritus and Emitte Spiritum tuum. 
These are only a few of the many Latin texts absolutely com-
patible with Protestant dogma . 
Some examples of Latin texts inappropriate for 
use in Protestant churches are Eucharistic texts such as 
Panis Angelicus, Ave Verum, Pange lingua gloriosi Corporis 
which, g i v ing voice to a. belief in the doctrine of Transub-
stantia tion, would be out of pl2ce, as would hymns and 
68. Dav ison, Protesta.nt Church !~lusic, p. 49 
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motets addressed to the Virgin M:ary as mediatrix, such a.s the 
Ave Maria. 
On a more abstra,ct level Chatec:mbriand says of 
the use of Latin in the church: 
"It seems to us that an ancient and 
mysterious language--.;., a lc:mguage 
which changes not with the world---
is well adapted to the worship of 
the Eternal, Incomprehensible, and 
Immutable Being.... Amid the 
confusion of his though~s and var-
ious tria.ls man fancies that he asks 
what he has need of, and what he is 
ignorant of, when he . pronounces 
words with which he is not familiar •.. 
The vagueness of his prayer is its 
charm; and his disquieted soul, 
little acquainted with its own de-
sires, delights in offering up 
prayers a,s mysterious as its own 
wants." 69 
Frequently, particula-rly in contrapuntal settings, 
it is necessary to alter the text by repetition, reduction 
or reordering . Seldom in contrapunta.l writing will the en-
tire text be pres ent in all voices. Each phrase should 
make sense by itself, however, and the meaning of the whole 
should remain complete in spite of alterations.7° This does 
not imply mutilation of a text ·by an a.rbi trary omission of 
parts deemed unsuitable.71 The most common instance of this 
69. 
70. 
71. 
F.R.A. Chateaubriand, Of the Influence of Christian-
ity on Music ( Baltimor~ John Murphy andCo.) 
1$73-, p. 484 
Davison, Choral Composition, pp. 60-61 
Pea rson, "Hymn s and Hymn-Writers," p. 134 
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is the omission of stanzas of hymns unappropriate for a par-
ticular occasion, which frequently results in a distortion 
of the whole meaning . The practice is even more detrimental 
in connection with the anthem text, for there, once the 
musical setting is applied the distortion is permanently 
fixed, while in the case of the hymn the omitted stanzas may 
always be reinserted. 
In summary, then, the important constituents of 
a good anthem text are meaning or idea sui ted to worship a.nd 
the service of worship in form and content and to the demands 
of music and literature in technique. A good anthem text is 
imaginative, of high literary quality, and lyrical in both 
the poetic and musical sense. The interdependence of words 
and music is always of primary irnportc:mce and e.ny element 
that disrupts this inter-rela tionship, just a s any element 
that interrupts the flow of devotional feeling , is to be 
condemned. 
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CHAPTER III 
Establishing Criteria for Ev a lua.tion 
of the Music 
The problems in dealing with the musical setting 
of the anthem are precisely similar to those of the text, 
differing only as the techniques of music differ from those 
of literature. And just a_s with the text, the relationship 
of music to worship is the funda.mental actuality. But music, 
unlike words, is not a concrete aid to the eocpression of 
meaning, beihg as abstract as meaning itself. Alone, music 
expresses only itself. It is interpreted by the listener to 
mean one thing or another, since he brings to the music as-
sociations from his background of experience. But without 
the association of words or some concrete representative 
means music is powerless to express meaning .l Therefore a 
large portion of music holds its place in the church only by 
virtue of the excellence of its texts.2 Churchmen might, and 
have, claimed that the only raison d'~tre for music in the 
church is its texts which are Biblical.3 
There is, however, another broader concept of the 
place of music in the church which relates the beauty of 
1. Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 81 
2. Ibid, p. 87 
3. Pratt, "The Problem of Music ••• ," p. 14 
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music to the Beauty of God and which sees in religion and 
worship a melodiousness and harmony.4 This is perhaps the 
philosopher's, the aesthete's view of religion, but it be-
comes dangerous only when that Beauty is substituted for God, 
when music becomes concerned only with itself and ceases to 
be symbolic, just as words become useless when · they are con-
cerned with themselves to the exclusion of the meaning of 
which they are symbols. Such music becomes only sensuous 
pleasure and the church has a place only for music which con-
tains in itself a resemblance to the beautiful,5 not for that 
which affords only pleasure. 
"Music ••• con~idered as an art, is 
an imita tion of nature; its perfec-
tion, therefore, consists in repre-
senting the most beautiful nature 
possible. • •• Hence every insti-
tution tha t tends to purify the 
soul, to banish from it trouble 
and discord, and to promote the 
growth of virtue, is by this very 
quality favorable to the best music, 
or to the most perfect imita tion of 
the beautiful. But if this insti-
tution is moreover of a religious 
nature, it then posse s ses the two 
essential conditions of harmony--- 6 the beautiful and the mysterious." 
There are t wo types of church music, liturgical music or wor-
ship music, and non-liturg ical music or music in aid of wor-
ship. The a nthem is of the latter type being not so much an 
4. Cha.teaubriand, "Christianity on Music," p. 371 
5. Ibid , p. 370 
6. Ibid, pp. 371-2 
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il 
essential pa.rt of worship or the service of worship as an 
accompaniment to worship, a mea.ns of enhancing the bea .. uty 
and effectiveness of worship and the service of worship. 
Therefore, while the aim of liturgical music is to be beauti-
fully fitting, the aim of the anthem is to be fittingly 
beautiful.7 
In dealing with the text the inadequacy of words 
as a full embodiment of religious truth a.nd experience (see 
chapter II, p. 4) was mentioned. The greatness of religion 
lies in its mysteries, elements which no wisdom can explain, 
an essence which no words can express. 
"And it is exactly here, where the 
logic of human speech is futile that 
the language of music is most elo-
quent. What faith is to religion , 
imag ination is to music ••. As the 
best pa rt of relig ion can neither 
teach nor explain, so music also is 
helpless in these particulars; as 
relig ious exercise is at its best 
when it glor ifies the intangible, 
so the music of the church rea ches 
its greatest heights when it seeks . 
to fulfill no pra.ctical purpose. 11 8 
nReligious feeling ••• will a.lways have a sugges-
tive power more clos ely connected with sound than with s ense~" 
In primitive and pagan religions music assumes a highly im-
portant position in incanta tion and the da.nce. Only recently 
7. Davies, Husic and Viorship, p. 19 
8. Davison, Protestar~t Church Music, p. 55 
9. Underhill, Worsg!£, p . 104 
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has the Christian religion begun to express itself in every-
day la.ngua.ge rather than poetry or poetic prose. And just 
as the discriminating intellect can be lulled by fine sound-
ing words into oblivion to their real mea.ning , so music has 
been responsible for some of our most cherished and least de-
fensible devotional images . 10 A good deal of inappropriate 
second r a te music in the church is justified only by its texts 
and much bad poetry as well as a. few questionable doctrines 
have escaped detection in the guise of good or beloved music. 
Christianity has always embraced the intellectual 
and the s piritual; never the sensua l. Therefore, the music 
acceptable to Christian worship addresses itself to these 
qualities of intellectuality and spirituality, rejecting the 
quality of sensuality cts secular. Techniques and musical 
cliches which bear a sensuous and therefore secular connota-
tion are inappropriate.ll 
The problem of diff~rentiation between the sacred 
and secular, often obscure and confused, is the same as with 
secular and religious literature and the solution is also the 
same .Large considerations, such a.s form, belong to religion and 
small considerations, technical deta ils, belong to the scienc 
of music. It is only when these small details are handled 
manneristically that they are in danger of conveying secula r 
10. Underhill, Worship, p. 104 
11. Davison, Protestant Church Music, pp . 30-31 
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connotation. Music must be integra ted with worship in timing, 
mood, transition and contra.st, and for this purpose nothing 
seems more suitable than the application of Sperry's formal 
pattern of worship (see chapter II, p. 11). The concerns of 
the form of worship are precisely those of music: unity, 
movement, yhythm, style, design, color, proportion, simpli-
city, the dilemma of old and new content.l2 
To summarize, as words must serve the meaning of 
worship, "The noblest use of music... is ••• as a. Sacrifice ••• , 
an oblation ••• offered in the name of the Almighty.nl3 Music, 
by virtue of its abstract quality, is never the menial ser-
vant tha t words a re. Its service is rather as result and ef-
fect than commodity;l4 for music's use is to create atmo-
sphere, and enhance meaning rather than express it. There-
fore, t he aspects of religion or worship most appropriate to 
the service of music a re adorc..tion, or praise, humility, 
faith and hope.l5 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
" ••• a disinterested delight in the 
splendour of God is the highest and 
purest of our religious responses 
and this nature lly tends to rhythmic 
expression." 16 
Von Ogden Vogt, Modern Worship (New Haven, Yale Uni-
versity Press, London, Humphrey Milford, Oxford Uni-
versity Press) 1927, table of contents 
Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 91 
Herbert C. Peabody, The Church Service a.nd Its Music 
(Conference, Summer School of Church Music, Wellesley 
College ) 1919, p. 5 
General As s ociati on of Connecticut, Psalms and Hymns 
(New Haven, Peele, White and Peck) 1860, p. v 
Underhill, Wors hip, p. 104 
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The principles of the art of music are not dis-
pensed with by the demands of relig ion, but subordinated by 
these dem.:mds to t he aid of worship .17 The ideal of music in 
the church is to make the a rtist's "bee.uty of wholeness" a.p -
proa ch the "Bea.uty of Holiness." 18 Therefore, it is cleer 
the.t a considera tion of the technice.l rea.litiesl9 of the art 
of music must ha.ve a place in any critic ism of church music. 
In this connection neglect in basing opinions on an intellec-
tual weighing of the technic~l and aesthetic merits of the 
music, in a comprehension of the composer's ideals and methods 
has been l arge ly responsib le for the present debased state of 
church music.20 
Before conside r ing the technical minutiae, there 
are the larger concerns of which technical detail is the 
basis and which may collectively be ce.lled a.rtistry or taste 
in music. These include originality, si"rnplicity, temper a.nd 
sensitivity.21 
In preoccupation with the aspect of originality 
which deals with the new, it is easy to forget or slight the 
other aspect of orig inality wh ich deals with the old. The 
one deals with crea tion, the other with interpreta tion, both 
17. Edmund s. Lorenz, Practical Church Music (N.Y., Chi-
cago, Toronto a.nd Edinburgh, Fleming H, Revell Co.) 
1909, p. 48 
18. Davies, Music and 1Forship, p. 43 
19. I bid 
20. Davison, Protes tant Church ~~usic, p. 13 
21 • Op • C it • , p • 2 9 
- ------
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indispense.b1e to music. To discover s_nd illuminate a new 
facet of meaning in an old idea, to take a point of view 
hitherto unperceived in relation to an item of common know-
ledge is an achievement of as grea t stature and excitement 
as original creation. 
"The best upholder of tradition 
among us is the best reformer. He 
sings the old music as though the 
ink were hardly dry upon the copy • 
••• He also sings the new anthem 
as though it had forever been .•.• n22 
How often is the greatest artistic expression 
the simplest? There is a power of directness in simplicity 
that cannot be surpassed by all the complexity in existence. 
Reticence and understatement are t wo instances of this power 
of simplicity. Bach and Beethoven are among the greatest 
ma sters of the pow·er of reticence in music as the Crucifixus 
from the 'Mass in 12. Minor and the introduction to the Quartet 
QQ. 22, No. 2 testify. And nearly all the modern trends in 
music, art and literature base their effectiveness upon this 
quality, as is evident in the atonality of Schoenberg, the 
cubism of Picasso, and the tenuous understa tement of Heming-
way. One could cite enough examples of the use of simplicity 
· for power to support a thesis for simplicity as the funda-
mental element of all great art. The fundamental element of 
22. Davies, Musi£ and Worship, pp. 3o<:H 
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simplicity, however, is a love of and respect for the hum-
blest unit of art: the line in Giotto, Botticelli, Picasso, 
Dali; the word in Chaucer, Shakespe are, Hemingway and Stein; 
the melodic line in Plainsong, Palestrina, Bach and Schoen-
berg, and the chord in Mozart, Beethoven and Debussy. 
"Any church composer who can love a 
common chord with the fervor of a 
Chaucer will naturally i~herit the 
whole field of music today and to-
morrow." 23 
The grea tness of religion lies in simplicity, the 
unaffected simplicity, the freshness of faith, the directness 
of truth and conviction.24 Therefore the music of worship 
should be characterized by simplicity,25 the simplicity of 
power tha.t stems from respect for the humble artistic unit 
rather than the impotent simplicity of the commonplace, the 
clich6 and the inartistic.26 
Temper and sensitivity a re closely akin, but 
temper deals more with the individual and collective balance 
of techniques, determining the appropriate strength of 
rhythms, weight of harmonies and direction of melody, and in-
tegrating them into an a ppropriate whole. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
Sensitivity implies r a the r fitness to worship 
Davies, Music and 1Norship, p. 32 
Cha teaubriand, -n-:-. . Christianity on Music," p. 488 
Op. Cit. , p. 33 
Peter Christian Lutkin, Music in the Church (Milwaukee, 
The Young Churchman Co.) 1910,p.49 
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than fitness of individual techniques to each other. 
II exact fitness ••• implies knowledge of the congregation's 
musical sensitiveness to, and existing associa.tions with ••• 
current musical id1om" 27 as well as profound knowledge of the 
inherent potentialities of the techniques of music to express 
worship. To obey the laws of fitness, church music must be 
devotional and dignified. "If it has a secular flavor, if it 
is operatic; if it is dance-like ••• it cannot be good church 
music."28 The purpose of music in the church is to "11ft up 
the heart"29 and enhance the beauty of the service, matching 
the beauty of the service with the same type of beauty, sol-
emn, dignified and devotional ra.ther than pretty, vivacious 
and sensuous. 
" ••• music offered in aid of Chris-
tian worship must be original, set-
ting the highest value on the sim-
plest musical f a ctors ••. with a 
tireless team-mind bent on reverent 
efficiency in ensemble. There will 
be irrepressible life in such music. 
Nature's vital way is also music's 
way. Let a.ll sorrowful music have 
a ring of health; in all exuberant 
music remember the Cross." 30 
A closer inspection of these criteria of artistry 
27. Davies, Music and 1J'.:orshin, p. 39 
28 • . Thomas Whitney Surette, ttwhat Constitutes Good Church 
Music?" Prete stant Episcopa.l Review, Oct. a.nd Nov. 
1896 {N.Y., Novello and Ewer a.nd Co.) 1898, pp. 4-5 
29. Hewin, Hints ••• , p. 45 
30. Davies, Music and !Ji.' orship, p. 42 
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leads to a consideration of techniques, the actual musical 
constituents of logic, artistry, balance, proportion, per-
spective, mastery of details.31 
Since rhythm has the same qualities for music as 
for poetry or prose,32 let that be the first consideration. 
The problem is to achieve a tempered rhythm, strong but not 
assertive.33 The rhythm of the musical setting should corre-
spond with and enhance, while being subservient to, that of 
t he text. Thus any rhythmic patterns or characteristics 
which are likely to call B.ttention to themselves should be 
guarded against.34 Chief among the undesirable or inappro-
priate types of rhythm are self-conscious, lilting, or dance-
like r hythms and repetitious rhythmic motifs. " • •• syncopa-
tion and cross accents ••• are representative of a r hythmic 
method which in any of its manifestations will inevitably 
suggest the insinuating rhythm of the da.nce."35 Triple meter 
in any form should be used with care as it is a lilting, 
clearly defined meter, prone to assertiveness.36 Having the 
same dangerous power is the triplet, a r hythmic motif wh ose 
use in saered music should be carefully governed by context 
31. Lutkin, Music in the Church, p. 50 
32. Harcourt, Symmetrical Psalmody, p. xxv 
33. Davies, Music and Worshi:£, p. 35 
34. Ibid, p. 34 -
35. Davison, Protestant Church ];~usic, p. 110 
36. Ibid, p. 101 
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and tempo.37 Changes of tempo or meter and the distribution 
of notes of shorter value must be subtly hs.ndled to avoid 
musical awkwardness and obviousness. Frequently the na turs.l 
increase of activity of the composition as it progre s ses from 
beginning through the climax to t he end will be represented 
by n:otes of shorter value .38 Above all, t h is na.tura l progres-
sion of rhythmic motion should not be interrupted. A compo-
sition in which t he basic motion fluctua tes lacks unity, co-
hesiveness and effectiveness. 
Many of the same considerations apply to melody, 
for melodic rhythm is as important a factor to melody as pitc 
and direction. Thus melodic sequences39 present dangerous 
repet itiousness and elaborate, or exceptionally tuneful melo-
dies detract :from the text.40 A tune is a melodic line wh ich 
is quickly a ttracted to and retained by the ea r, usually 
being cha r acterized by d istinctive melodic motifs or melodic 
cliches; whereas a melody is more subtle, less immediate in 
its appeal, requiring the intellect as we ll as the senses for 
full a pprecia.tion of its bea.uty and significance. 41 The con-
cern of melody for pitch a nd contour may be encomps.ssed by 
the single term, direction. A melodic line should have con-
37. Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 109 
~~. Davis on, Chora l Composition, p. 44 
39. Op. Cit., pp. 107, 115 
40. I b id, p. 117 
41. Ibid , p. ~13 
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tinuous, purposeful motion directed towards or by certain 
points of interest. These points of interest may be formal, 
harmonic or rhythmic, effective me.nipulation of imp lied melo-
dic harmony, phraseology, or melodic rhythm.42 
Closely rela ted to melody is counterp oint, the 
interplay of s everal melodic lines. In the respect tha t 
counterpoint achieves an equal distribution of melodic and 
rhythmic interest, exploiting no one voice or musical effect 
for the ~ake of dramatic climax, it is particularly ideal for 
anthem setting.43 But in the respect that the independence 
of each voice may result in a n incomprehensible blurring of 
the text, it is undesirable. To set a. text contrapuntally 
so that each melodic line n a tura lly follows the words, as to 
their rhythm, inflection, accentuation and meaning, a.t the 
same time a chieving the textual uniformity that makes for 
cla rity and reta.ining their musical variety and independence, 
is no small feat.44 
Counterp oint is perhaps the most ancient and 
subtly complex of musical sciences, with t he exception of 
a coustics, and may only be dealt with in the most cursory 
manner here. With a texture consisting of sev eral different 
melodies, e a c h melodic line must be independent, but a. unify-
42. Sydney H. Nicholson, Church Music (London, The Faith 
Press) 1923, pp. 75-77 
4 3 . Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 120 
44. Davison, Choral Composition, pp. 147-8 
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ing melodic thread, pe r hap s an a ctua l melody, must continue 
unbroken throughout. Thi s theme may appe a.r successively in 
different chora l voices demcmding ce.reful handling both of 
the chorus, of which the outer voice s are more prominent 
tha n the inner, and the trensitions from one voice to another 
and from one ph ra se of the theme to anothe r.45 
The effectiveness of a contrapunta l composition 
de pends l a r gely upon the judicious us e of r ests and long 
notes, t h e paus ing and resuming of the voices being a chief 
source of va riety of texture and color in thi s type of writ-
ing .46 
11 
••• rests •.• a re no l e s s than 
idioma tic in chora l ~riting. 
Singers must bre a the and mus t be 
given intermittent interva ls of 
repose. Chora l conductors a re 
justly sus picious of e.ny p iece 
which doe s not appee r to b e ca st 
in 'open-work ' style. 11 47 
Just a s a ll the t e chnioues of mus ic mus t res pect their rela -
tionship with the text, so must they r espect voca lity, tha t 
quality which me.kes for ea se and effe ctiveness in singing . 48 
Melodie s , or t he mov ement of each voice, should not be a l-
lowed to b e come a i mles s or sta tic, and should consis t of tha.t 
happy ba lance of dia tonic a nd chorda l progre s sion tha t makes 
45. Davison, Chora l Composition, pp . 51-2, 58 
46. Ibid, pp. 52, 55 
47. I b id, p . 58 
48 . Ibid , pp . 34, 56 
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for smooth and effective sing ing.49 Chang e of rhythm or key 
presents more complic a tions and is therefore mor e d a ng erous 
tha n in homophonic writing . 5° Any adju s t ments ma de in the in-
ter ests of clarity a n d effectiveness clt a ny one point must 
be a f fected with considera tion for the log ica.l continuity of 
the whole. 
Any concern fo r counterp oint mu s t include a con-
siderat ion of polyvocal music,Sl the style of which is funda -
menta lly contrapunta l. Polyvoc a l music p resents such elabor-
a ten ess of texture tha t it should b e used only for those rare 
moment s of worship a nd pa s sages of te xt which can b e a r its 
weight. Although its grea t e r voca l resources lure the com-
p oser with p rospects of more sub tle a nd v a ried shades of 
color,52 this strength is also its weakness. Subdivision of 
a single part, such a s the sop r a no, into two sections means 
lesser volume a nd textual individu a lity; gre~ ter multip licity 
of pa rts inv ites need less duplic e.,ti on, a n d the r an g e of each 
part is very limited. 53 Probably t h e safe s t a nd most appro-
pria te use of p olyvoca lity is a s a s pecia l effect. Composers 
in the mod e rn idiom tend to u s e it in a n orches tral manner 
for orche stra l effe cts,54 or f or a peculia rly three-dimen-
49. Da vison, Choral Comp o s ition, pp. 37-39 
50. Ibid , p . 53 
51. I b i d , Ch a pte r I V 
52 . I b i d , pp . 95-6 
53 . I b id, p . 106 
54. I b i d , p . 98 
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siona.l musical effect with a tonal foreground a nd background 
comparable to pers pective.55 
That a melodic line may imp ly h armony ha.s already 
been seen, harmony dependent upon and generated by the melo-
dic p rogression. But indep endent harmonic progression must 
also be subservient to melody in that it must fit the cha r-
acter of the melody,56 just as the melody must fit the rhythm 
and inflection of the vrorcl s. Simple verbal expression is 
best suppoi'ted by simple l:1ar-monies. In fact thi s is one of 
the most subtle and ingenious of musical techniques.57 Davi-
son suggests three uses of he,r-mony in choral ma t e rial: 
11 To create relief from p revailing 
counterp oint. 
To supply music for c h oirs which in 
numbers and skill are unequal 
to the demands of music which 
is technically taxing . 
To furnish cong regationa l singing 
with a solid background of 
c h ords. 11 58 
But the b e sic u se of harmony, a nd t he one v.rhich allows the 
fullest u se o f all t h e resources of harmony, is as appro-
p ria te background for anc'i enhancement of the text. The 
simple triad may be th e ideel typ e of harmony for the churcrt9 
and no doubt it is fundamental; a nd seventh, ninth, eleventh 
and other dissonant c h ords, because they require resolution, 
55. Davison, Choral Composition, p. 105 
56. Ibid , p • 42 
57. I b id 
58. Davison, Protestant Church 1\,rusic, p. 127 
59. Ibid, p. 124 
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may be subject to the accusa tion of assertivenes s ,60 which is 
doubtful, but they sh ould not be b a.ni shed from church mus ic, 
for just as there a re simp le t ext s to which simp le h a rmonies 
are approp ria te, s o t here a re elabora te, v iv i d te xts which 
demand richer, mor e varied ha.rmoniza t i on. 
This raise s the quest j on of chroma ticism in 
church mu s ic. 
"Chroma. tics are genera lly used in 
c hurch mu s ic for three pur p oses: 
for modulation; to heighten the 
e xpre ssivene s s of a melody; and to 
add color to the mu s ic. The first 
of the se is t h e only leg itimate us e 
in church mu s ic, as the o t he r s 
g re a tly enha nce the e motiona l dyna m-
ic of the mu s ic." 61 
If this be the a ttitude to be t a l{en, modulation mu s t be b a n-
ished too, for its u se is l a r g ely fo r t he s a k e of color a nd 
expre ss ivenes s . If church music i s to b e unemotiona l, t h en 
it mu s t be b ani s hed f r om t he chur ch c:md t he servic e of wor-
ship a ltog ether , fo r t her e is no part of worship which i s un-
e motiona l; and what i s more, the r e i s not one bib lica l te x t 
compl e t e ly void of e motion. Any mu s ic worthy to set a b ibli-
c a l tex t and a ny text worthy to b e s e t to mu s ic c a nnot be 
completel y with out e motion. The question is not one of emo-
tion i n t he whole sense, but of a differ entia tion between the 
60. 
61. 
' Davi s on, Pr otesta nt Church Mu s ic, pp. 124-5 
Ibid, p . 127 
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qualities of emotion which engenders s imilar differentiation 
in the uses or manner of chroma ticism. Because sensuality is 
a type of emotion is rio e xcuse for ruling all emotion out of 
worship; and b ecause chro~aticism i s a characteristic of 
sensuou s music i s no e xcuse for ruling all chroma ticism out 
of church music. The emotion of worship i s a finer, more 
subtle emotion stemm ing from spirituality. The chroma ticism 
approp ria te to the expression of the emotion of worship is 
corresp onding ly subtle, demanding a manner of employment dis-
tinct from the mannerism of sensuous chromaticism. The use 
of c h romat icism should de pend upon the mood and expression of 
the words, and like the other techniques, should seek to en-
hance the expres s ion without calling e ttention to itself. 
Adap t a tion of the modern dissonant style to 
church mu sic is based upon concern for voc a.li ty, wha.t is 
friendly to the singer's psychology and what is an effective 
vocal conveyance of musical ideas. 62 Modulatory chromatic ism 
and chrom8.ticism occurring in the no r mal course of the melodic 
line a re singably safe, but free c h romaticism, that whi ch i s 
musically unrelc: t ed to wha.t :preceeds and s ucceeds it, offers 
problems to the s inger . 63 Successiv ely altered notes in one 
or more parts are likely to present difficulties if taken a t 
62. Davison, Chora l Composition, pp. 34-5 
63 . Ibid, PP· 44-s 
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a rap id tempo. 64 Used for s pecial effect, dissonance must 
tak e its time to be fully effective. 
"Dissonf nces rap i d ly a tta cked, as 
rap idly qui tted and pleced on weak 
bea.ts, are seldom g ood." 65 
Chromaticism is one of the chi e f resources of 
color, but nea rly every technique in choral music contributes 
something to color: manipulation, range and g roup ing of 
' voices, 66 rhythm and ha rmony. Specifica.lly colori s tic treat-
ment of a text involves t he us e of s pecial effects. Although 
the handling of c hora l techn i ques ju s t mentioned may be used 
for s pecial effect, some of the more standard effects a re the 
pyramid, the building u p or over-lapping of voices one u p on 
another; contrary motion used fo r an unfold ing or spreading 
out of the voices; the pedal p oint; groups of r epee.ted 
notes used in a declamatory manner; novel way s of beginning 
and end ing such a s the sing le preludial or postludial note 
and the brief melodic codetta; 
monic ana contrapunta l style; 
textles s v oca l pas sages. 68 
sharp contrasts between ha.r-
the parallel sweep ;67 and 
The use of solo in rela tion to the chora,l a nthem 
is an effect which must be dealt with in a little more detail 
64. Davi son , Choral Composition, pp. 45-6 
65 • Ibid , p • 67 
66. Ibid, p. 31 
67. I b id, Chapter III 
68. Ibid, p. 147 
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here, because of the confusion wh ich has a risen with the solo 
song or anthem. The danger of any use of s olo in the church 
is tha t it tend s to a ttra ct attention to itself and to the 
person of the soloist and d istract s a ttent i on from worship . 
As a choral effect the solo presents the add itional problem 
of unity with the chora l parts.69 
" •.. the only effect aimed a t by 
the author and the executants 
should be tha t the auditory should 
not so much regar d the merits of 
the one and t he s kill of the other, 
as pe r ceive t he excellence of the 
work itself, and tha t, too, for the 
greeter glory g i ven to God •••• If 
the solo should be constructed with 
due r egard to the general composi-
tion, it would seem possible that 
it should fall into it s proper place 
in the general effect, and the per-
sonality of the soloist be lost in 
the intention of the author." 70 
This may be too optimistic a point of v iew, since such noted 
authority on ch ora l music as Davison advoc a t e s strict banish-
ment of the solo,71 but it is nevertheless a~ log ica.l theory. 
Accompaniment, such as the instrumental prelude, 
postlude and interlude , as well as veriety it offe r s in back-
ground texture and color,72 i s a lso a resource of effective-
ness. Types of a ccompaniment repr e sent varying degr ee s of 
de pendence and independence from a litera l copy of the voice 
69. Davies, Music a.nd Worship, p. 124 
70. Lunn, "Eccles i e s tic a l :Music," p. 379 
71. Davi s on , Protes t ant Church Music, p. 8 
72. Devison, Choral Composition, p. 110 
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parts to an individual musical entity whi ch may bear the main 
significance of the musical idea. 73 The type of accompa ni-
ment to be used is determined by the artistic requirements of 
the work. 
"An accompanied choral work should 
represent a single idea whose mani-
festations, both choral and instru-
mental grow up simultaneously ••.• 
Its nature should, in the end, be 
dictated much less by pra ctica.l 
considerations than by what the 
text sugges ts and by the require-
ments of an integrated work of art."74 
From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that 
the techniques of church music are those of all music and 
criticism of church music must be according to the standards 
of othe r musical undertak ings. 75 Church music is not, a.s was 
once suspected, divinely insp ired and therefore exempt from 
the nece ssity of technical consideration. This ancient fal-
lacy cas ts its shadow upon the following remarks: 
11 
••• the validity of church music de-
pends upon ••• its distance both in 
style and substance from the music of 
the world outside the church." 76 
"Such music should contain, if pos-
sible, none of the technical devices 
usua lly employed in the familiar 
music of the world." 77 
73 . Davison, Choral Composition, pp. 108-110 
74. Ibid, p. 115 
75. Davison, Proteste.nt Church Music, p. 13 
~6. Ibid, p. 12 
77 • Ibid, p. 95 
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Rather say no technical devices should be used manneristically 
in an obtrusive manner or one the . t connotes secule.ri ty. The 
techniques of sacred music are those of secular music; there-
fore, church music cannot be isolated from the whole of musi-
cal development any more tb.an the church can be isole.ted from 
the world or worship from the people. 
11 If the.n improvements can be made on the antique 
music according to the developments of the science and art, 
there is no reason why the Church should not adopt them,n78 
providing they possess the qualities of intrinsic excellence 
and practicability,79 the new form suiting equally as well as 
the old for the purpose,80 and exclude secularity of style, 
flimsiness of construction and non-religious associations.81 
This does not imply tha t all old forms of church 
music are without vitality, appropriate for modern needs, or 
that all new forms are good, simply becau se they suit the 
current taste.82 Much of the old church music is too cold, 
impassive and forma.l to express the informe.li ty and freedom 
of modern worship, but the fundamental belief is still the 
same.83 Thus the formal principle of repetition relieved by 
contrast, which once found culmination in the fugue,84 is 
78. Lunn, "Eccle s ia.stice.l Music," p. 357 
79. Ibid, p. 352 
80. Ibid, p. 358 
81. Op. Cit. 
82. Maurice F. Bell, Church Music (London, A.R. ~fiowbray 
and Co., ltd.) 1922, p. 5 
83. Surette, "Good Church Music," p. 7 
84. Davison, Choral Composition, p. 154 
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still the basic formal principle of chur ch music. 
As with every other technique utilized in the 
musical setting of a. text, " ••• the form of any chora.l piece 
must, in the last analysis, depend on how the composer coor-
dinates the musical ideas wh ich spring from the shifting rna-
terial of the te xt. Every change of thought, every dramatic 
moment, must find its complement in the music. Because of 
textua l exigencies, the music taken by itself may appear to 
be no more than a succession of unreloted pa.ssages. 11 85 Once 
again it must be brought to mind that the words are not sung 
for the music, but the music for the words.86 Every note be-
longs to its own word, possessing the quality of tone which 
best expresses the meaning of that word.87 
"In attempting to bring about an 
identity of purpose betwe en the 
text and music the composer has at 
his disposal three main approa ches. 
The first and most obvious is 
through word-pa.inting; the naive 
imitation by music of what might be 
called the exteriors of the text • 
••• Second and certainly more subtle 
is the ewpression in the music of 
what the text suggests; to char-
acterize, rather than to paint; to 
hint, in dive rse musical ways at 
what lies just below the surfa.ce of 
the meaning. (And third) •.• tbe 'rub-
bing together' of the words and 
85. Davison, Chora.l Composition, p. 154 
86. General Association, Psa.lms and Hymns, p. vii 
Campbell, Hymns and Hymn-makers, p. xxiii 
87. Richardson, The Psalms, p. 9 
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music until they appear to possess 
a common significance. When every 
shade of meaning in a text is re-
flected with the utmost fidelity, 
when the musical setting is so knit 
together with t he verbal substance 
that, even though the words be with-
drawn, their spirit and their lit-
eral personality seem still to per-
vade e ach note of the choral tex-
ture, then, indeed, you discover 
what skil l and insight can achieve 
when combined to fuse text and music 
into one entity." 88 
This deeper mea.ning of the words must not be an enigma, to be 
vaguely expounded musically89 in vain repetitions of idealess 
musical clich~s.90 
" ••• if t his idea of God becomes 
vague ••• it is not the worship a-
lone tha.t degenerates.... The 
church music will not be expressive 
of the soul's deep bre8things to-
wards God ••• , but a quantity of 
noise articulated by rule ••.• " 91 
To lose a sense of the worshipful meaning behind 
the text and a respect for the words is to invite inappro-
priate secula.rity a.nd elaboration into chur-ch music. In a 
broad sense secular-ity in church music is e preoccupation 
with the descriptive, the sentimental and the didactic to the 
exclusion of praise and prayer.92 Davison recognizes four 
88. Davison, Choral Composition, pp. 149-50 
89. Davies, Music ana V' orship, p. 229 
90. Davison, Protestant Church Music, p. 143 
91. Edmund Hamilton Sears, Worship (P. oston, ·wm. Crosby and. 
H.P. Nichols) 1855, pp. 4-5 
92. Pea.rson, "Hymns and Hymn-Writers, 11 p. 131 
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types of s ecularity in the music of the Protestant churches: 
music orig ina lly set to secula r texts; taken from secula r 
instrument a l music; secula r music unfamilic.>r or changed 
technic a lly to be unrecognizable; and mu s ic secula r in tech-
nical make-up.93 Much of the blame for this secularity may be 
imposed upon commercia lism. 
"It i s probable tha t few compo sers 
of the modern anthem write without 
hope of pub lication or profit. Tha t 
is, perh~p s, na tural, in our time. 
He make s his mus ic, therefore, pleas -
ing , popular, if you will. The pub-
lishe r sees comme rcial pos s i b ilities 
in the p iece a nd br ing s it out; fi rs t, 
however, t ak ing t he precaution to 
label it 'Sa cred Anthem.' Its musi-
ca l subs t anc e may be quite a s secu-
lar as a love-song , but f ew will .•• 
que stion its right to be ce lled 
'church music' a s long a.s 1 t bea rs 
upon its front page t he magic pas s -
word ' s acred a nthem.'" 94 
Commer ci alism, a s well as secule rity, is also to 
some extent i mplice.te cl in the prob lem . of mus lea l adapt a tions. 
With rega.rd to mu s ic a l adapt s tions or arra ngements much the 
same prob lem s a re encounte r ed a s with textua l adapt a tions; 
they pervert the composer ' s intent, fu r nish ing only a counter-
feit of the orig ina l,95 and they fre Quently re sult in dis-
96 agreem ent between t he mu s i c and the t ext. A striking in-
stance of t he d i s tortion of the orig ina l mus ic in transcrip-
93 . Davi s on, Prote s t ant Church Music, p. 150 
94. Ibid , pp. 39-40 
95. Ibid , p. 162 
96. Hewin, Hints •.• , p. 26 
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tion appea.rs in the case of instrument a l music arranged for 
voices. The range a nd timbre of voices are more restricted 
than those of instruments, demanding a cutting down of the 
orig inal music. Furthermore, such music, conceived as an end 
in itself, must needs be fitted with a text which it in no 
way serves.97 The cart is before the horse, the words fit the 
music rather than the music the words. If arrangements are 
unavoidable, a few s i mple justices should be guarded: 
" ••• there must be no essential cur-
tailment or elongation of the thing 
ada.p ted; it must be a whole in it-
self; it must not be transpo s ed in 
key. If it cannot be honestly trans-
cribed, it must be left." 98 
The inappropriateness o f elaborate music lies in 
the obtrusivenes s of its musical personality which frequently 
parta kes of secularity in the forms of virtuosity, thea trica l-
ism and sentimentalism.99 The elaborate anthem frequently 
over-bal a nces t he rest of the sel'Vicel00 and in order not to 
be conspicuous and subject to criticism, it requires a high 
degree of skill and t aste in performancelOl seldom to be 
achieved. Too often e.mateur choirs at t empt musical worl{s with 
utterly inadequ a te means .l02 In all fairness to himself as 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
Lunn, "Eccle sic.stica.l Music," p. 381 
Ibid , p. 382 
W.H. Hadow, Church Music (London, Longmans , Green and 
Co.) 1926, p:-15-
Vogt, Ar~ ~nd Religion, p. 177 
Bell, Church _/Iusic, p. 6 
Gould, Church Music, p. 164 
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well as to church music, the compose r who contemplates writ-
ing an anthem should take into consideration the minimum 
rather tha n the maximum chora l forc e necessary for effective-
ness and write accordingly. 103 Not th.st a ll elaborate music 
is out of place in the church, but its use presents concrete 
difficulties and must be tre ated with utmost ~a re and taste. 
"Music has a way of attaining com-
plexity without confusion whin it 
becomes animated by strong enough 
exuberance." 104 
Therefore it should be reserved for the elaborate moods of 
worsh i p and tex t.l05 
In conclusion, music in the church is an abstrac-
tion comparab le to the meaning of worship , whi ch justifies 
itself only in its rel a tion to Beauty a nd to the text of 
which it may be the setting , deriving from tha t tex t a con-
crete interp reta tion and contributing in return a.n enha ncing 
of the meaning and mood of the words. The p rinciples of the 
art of music, being allied to tha t qua lity in Christianity 
which favors intellectuality, a re retained. and subord ina ted 
to the demands of spirituality. Thus church musj_c concerns 
itself with orig inality, s imp licity, t emper , sensitivity, and 
the techn i ques of music, fo r m, rhy t hm, melody, harmony, color, 
103. 
104. 
105. 
Lunn, "Ecclesiastical Music," p. 371 
De.vies, Music a nd Worship, p. 27 
Op. Cit., p. 378 
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counterpoint, and the particular demand s of chora l technique. 
The musical setting of the a nthem in dealing with these a r-
tistic f a ctors recognizes as t he prime concern and purpose 
of ea ch the r ela tionship of t be mu s ic t o the text, a nd any 
obtrus ive technicality or effect, such as secula rity or ela-
bora teness, must be elimina ted. At t he s ame time t he mus ic 
must be f a ithful t o it s bes t a rti s tic potentialities, util-
izing all its technique s to their be st advantage and reta in-
ing it s self-respect in matter s such a s traonsc r i ption. 
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CHAFTER IV 
Application of Textual Criteria 
to Anthems in Current Use 
On the following pages appea.rs a series of 
graphs representing the application of textual criteria to 
the texts of representative anthems in current use. The 
items listed beneath each graph are derived from the topics 
discussed and the criteria for evaluation of anthem texts 
established in Chapter II and the judgments represented in 
the graphs are rendered in the light of the.t chapter. The 
numbers from five to one hundred at the left of each graph 
represent the one hundred anthems under consideration as 
representative of the current repertoire of Protestant choirs. 
There are three graphs in the series, represent-
ing three angles of approach to the criticism of the anthem 
text. The first deals with the general artistry of the text, 
the type, effectiveness and balance of and the capacity for 
expressiveness. The second graph shows the relationship of 
the text to both the service of worship end the spirit of wor-
ship a.nd also the various literary forms represented in an-
them texts. The fina l graph is concerned with those literary 
techniques, both advantageous and detrimenta~, employed in 
anthem texts. 
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Graph I 
Artistry 
The characteristics listed on this graph are all 
p ositive qualities; therefore, the fifteen anthems having 
none of these qualities are character ized by comp lexity with-
out drama or log ical prog re s sion of idea, diversity, a nd poor 
expression with no depth of meaning or connota.tion. Thirty-
t wo anthems have all of these qualities and can therefore be 
assumed to be well-balanced; the drama b eing balanced by 
simplicity and often resulting from tha t very simplicity e x -
pressed in richly connota tiv e words. Striking expression is 
frequently the result of a balanced combination of this 
dramatic simp licity and the meaningful progression of a 
sing le, well-developed idea or theme. 
Of the remaining fifty-three anthems, ten have 
all of these qualities except richly connotative words. The 
words used are plain with fe w nuances of color and meaning. 
Providing they come as close as possible to the meaning which 
they are meant to express, this type of words is often the 
best vehicle for a concise idea, or for sing le-sp irited wor-
ship. On the other hand, in their very concreteness and mat-
ter-of-factness, they may obstruct or destroy all but one in-
terpreta tion of a many-faceted idea, lik ewise all but one of 
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the beauties or moods of d iverse-sp irited worship. 
S i x anthems lack drame as well a s richness of 
connota tion, being characterized by simplicity of idea and 
e x pression and deriv ing power and effectiveness from reti-
cence a nd the suggestion of implied meaning . Dra~a is out 
p l a ce in a te x t whe r e t h e idea i s b ased upon simplicity. 
In the three a nthems where fullness of meaning is 
lacking a long with connota.tion and drama, the underlying idee 
is saved from feeb leness by striking directness of concrete 
express ion. Most average ideas can sustain without detri-
ment a l a c k of dramatic and connotative superstructure, but 
paucity of meaning which a ffects the very founda tions of a n 
idea can disastrously weaken it unless it p osses ses unusua l 
unity, simplicity a nd s ing leness of meaning . 
As basic to an idea as its meaning is its pro-
gress ion towards a climax. The one e nthem lacking this 
quality as well es fullness of mea ning , connota tion ~nd drama, 
p ossesses only s ing lenes s of theme a n d strik ing simplicity. 
It is like a geometric circle, an effectiv e but meaningless 
form with out b e g inning and end. 
Thirte en an the ms possess simp licity a n d s ing le-
nes s of t heme. A theme , which i s simp ly a. subject, may or 
may not conta.in ideistic me aning . Almost no meaning ful idea 
is inherently devoid of progression or the c apacity for rich, 
effective e xpress ion, but these t h i r teen anthems showing l a c k 
of fullness of meaning h e. ve merely a shell of sub ject matter 
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containing little or no meaning and therefore lack ideistic 
progression and its capacity for effective expression. 
The twenty anthems possessing only singleness of 
theme are subject to ideistic and ineffective meaninglessness 
and superfluous complexity. 
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Graph II 
Worshipfulness and Form 
If the texts of thirty-six anthems a ctively aug -
ment or dimini sh worship , those of the rema ining sixty-four 
are p a s s ive l y indiff erent. In mood, the re s ult of word choice 
and technique, forty-one of these are wors hipful and yet do 
not enhance d evotion, while t wenty-three are not worshipful 
and yet do not a ctually interrup t devotion. Likewise thema -
tic a lly, fifty-two possess suita ble sub ject ma tter with out 
tha t e x t ra insight into the undeYlying ide e a n d tha t touch of 
geniu s wh ich a t onc e b ring s it into r e lief and ble nds it with 
wors hip to the enrichment of devoti on, while t welve, t h ough 
posses s ing uns uitab le subj e ct mC?,tter, do not int e rrupt devo-
tion. 
The criticism indicated by the fi f th bar of the 
g r a ph mean s literar y and t heolog ic a l criticism. Twenty an-
thems e xcit e literary criticism with out exciting theolog ica l 
criticism or interrupting devoti on . The a verage p e rson would 
not be a nnoyed by the litera ry short-coming s unless the se we re 
c a lled to his a ttention or mad e t he subj ect of s tudy. Never-
the less, howeve r un perceiving the avere g e e e. r B.nd mi nd, t h e 
v e ry f a ct of the e x istence of these short-comings i s a detri-
ment to the composition wh ich thereby los es so much p otentia l 
eff e ctiveness . 
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The fact that the Bi b le i s a religious book does 
not presuppose the worshipfulness of all parts of its text. 
Moods v a ry in the Bible as in other literary works. Yet in 
the sense tha t the Bible is the handb ook of Christianity, a ll 
of it is suitable for adapta tion to any typ e of Christian re-
ligiou s expression. This conflict is represented by the 
eleven a nthems which h ave suitab le subject metter with out wor-
ship fulness; the texts being Scrip tura l, but not in the mood 
of worship, as for example, "Lord God unto whom vengeance be-
longeth." 
The reas on for the ma jority of texts b eing in 
qua train form than in other poetic forms i s t ha t this is the 
form most adapta b le to sing ing , especially in the church as 
exemplified by the hymns. l':Iany of these a nthems a re not only 
lik e hymn s musically ela.b or.s ted, but are a ctuBlly de r i v ed, 
musically and te x tually from h ymns ( See ~Totes I). The scrip-
tura l basis of many o f t he e..nthem texts accounts for the a_-
bunda.nce of p oetic prose. Although more than half of the s e 
displ a y the The s is-Antithe sis- Synthesis d esign of s o much 
Scripture, particularly the p salms, t went y -one do not conta in 
thi s pattern. The prose te x t o f ten consist s of no more tha n 
a s i ng le sentence or t wo. 
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Graph III 
Techniques 
Aside from the contrapunte.l idiom where textua l 
repetition is indigenous in the individua lity of voices, there 
are certa in insta.nces in homophony where arbi tra. ry repe tition 
is justifiable. Of course, in each case the use of repeti-
tion must be based on compositional good sense, both musical 
and tex tua l, cha r a cterized by discretion. A te x t may climax 
in 8, sentence, phrase or ejaculation, such a.s "Lord, have 
mercy~" or 11Alleluia," a sing le sta.t ement of which in the 
homophonic idiom is too short to be effectively clima ctic. 
Occe.sionally a text which otherwise fits perfectly into the 
periodicity of h omophonic composit ion will present one phra s e 
too long or too short in wh ich case repetition is justifiab le, 
as a sudden departure from the estab li shed comp ositional style 
would be so out of chara cter as to call a ttention to itself 
and disrupt the b l end of dev otion, text and music. The rfl the! 
common practice of repea ting the ope ning stanza or sentence 
o f the text a.t the end to a ccommodate musical three-pa.rt form 
is an example of unjus tifiab le repetition, first, b ecause it 
often de s troy s the meaningful progre ss ion of the text, and 
second, beceuse the rnusica.l form s h ould be d etermined by th8t 
of the text r a t he r tha n vice versa . 
For repetitions inherent in the te xt, "Holy, h oly 
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holy" a.nd "Lord heve mercy, Christ h cve mercy" may serve as 
examples. Occasionally a poem the form of which is character-
ized by a refrain line or stanza will be used as an anthem 
text , as , for example, "Thy will be done" in Charlotte Eliot's 
p oem set to music by ~alter Kramer. 
Of encouraging significance i s the fact tha t 
t wenty-five ant hems , one querter of the total number, possess 
no ina.pproprie.te literary techniques . 
In general textual short-comings arise from 
poorly ba l anced blend of ideistic theme 2nd spirit of worship 
rather than from badly handled literary techniques. ~ore 
anthem texts are cha racterized by a lack of connota tively 
/ 
effective and progressive meaningfulnes s than by cliches, 
forced metaphor, superfluous and redundant words. The solu-
tion of the problem of appropriate anthem texts, therefore, 
would seem to center around a concern for words as the ex-
pression of worshipful ideis rather than as factors of liter-
ary form and technique. 
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CHAPTER V 
Application of Musical Criteria 
to Anthems in Current Use 
On the following pages appears a series of five 
gra.phs representing the application of musical criteria to 
the music of representative anthems in current use. The 
items listed beneath each graph are derived from the topics 
discussed gnd the criteria for evaluation of the anthem set-
ting established in Chapter III and the judgments represented 
in the graphs are rendered in the light of that chapter. As 
in the foregoing chapter, the numbers at the left of each 
graph represent the one hundred anthems under consideration. 
The first graph .deals with the general artistry 
of the music, the type, effectiveness and balance of expres-
sion, relationship with worship, and rela.tionship with the 
text. The second shows the various musical forms used and 
their relationship to those of the text. The last three 
graphs are concerned with the three principal factors of 
music, melody, rhythm and harmony. Graph III deals with the 
quality, character and use of melody and counterpoint. Graph 
IV presents types and uses of rhythm, and Gra.ph V, the typ es 
and uses of harmony. 
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Graph I 
Artistry 
In connection with the use of the solo the facts 
tha t soli are not always used unjustifiably, or not at a ll 
must be realized. An occasional four or five anthems out of 
the tota l hundred use the solo as an integral unit of' compo-
sition or stylistic characteristic. In the Negro s p iritual, 
for example, the solo is an almost indispensable cha racter-
istic of the style. The deg ree of balanced blending and ob-
jectivity of solo singing in this particular style is prac-
tica lly unparalleled in any other idiom. The effect is one 
of disembodied voices. For those to whom the privilege of 
individuality has long been denied, the art of repressed or 
reticent personalization is und.erstood and appreciated. 
Since t wenty-two setting s are worshipful wh ile 
fifty-nine are secularly connota tive, nineteen remain which 
are neither particularly worshipful nor yet secular in mood 
and cha.ra.cter. Similarly, fifty -five settings being char-
acterized by s imp licity and twenty-nine by undesi rable ela-
bora tion, the rema ining sixte en may be assumed to employ 
elabora tion appropriately in the light of the mood and ex-
pression of the text. 
Of particular interest is the fa.ct tha.t in four-
teen anthems technica l temper is he.ndled more capab ly than 
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inter-relationship of words and music. 
Far too many anthems le_ck the four elements of 
a rtistry, orig ina lity, simplicity, temper and s en s itivity; 
are cha r acterized by no particula r elabora tion or coloristic 
effects; a re neither worshipful nor secula r in spirit; and 
present poor or uninteresting singe,b ili ty. Were thi s survey 
truly representative of anthem composition today, the indica-
tion would be tha t thirty-five per cefit of a ll anthems in 
currant use a re of this mediocre, spineless, characterless 
cha r a cter. 
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Form 
Under the heading of "Others" a re included the 
simpler music a l forms such as one-part forms, double periods, 
and phra se groups, as well a.s the more complex forms such as 
rondo and theme and va riations. 
Five anthems could be considered a s either of t wo 
forms, for example, three- part or rondo, ABACA; or three-
part and epis odic, ABC, having three sections the last of 
which is not the s ame a.s the first. 
Of t he seventy-eight anthems written in a definite 
musical form only sixte en also follow the textua l form, whe re-
as all the t wenty-seven not in a definite musica l form, but 
in a free or ep isodic fo rm , closely follow the form of the 
text. From t h is obse r vation a closer formal rela. t i onship be - . 
t ween the te xt and setting may be a s sumed to exist in those 
instances where a ccepted a nd stc::.nda.rdized musica l fo rm is 
lacking , indicating how much more effectively advantageous 
would be the development of a n indigenous anthem form ba sed 
on combined te xtual and musical form. 
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Graph III 
Melody and Counterpoint 
In s p ite of the fact tha t much of the church's 
rich inheri ta.nce o f music, both Catholic and Protesta.nt, is 
in the polyphonic idiom and contra punta l style, less tha.n 
half of these one hundred repre sente.ti ve Protestant choir an-
thems indica te even the slightest influence of this back-
g r ound. Perhaps this represents a swing ing of the pendulum 
to the opposite e x treme, an attempt at a parallel achieve-
ment in the homophonic idiom or the explora tion of new idioms, 
but the fact rema ins that no new style which completely ig-
nores the accomp lishments of its predecessors has ever been 
ElUcces sful. 
To t he utter di.sgra ce of p resent-dey chur ch music 
composers, particula rly in the light of chur ch music's plain-
song and polyphonic b a ckground, is the appa rent inability to 
write melody a nd handle thematic development di splay~d in 
this g r aph . Half of the anthems utilize melodic ma teria l 
lack ing in the three essential elements of melody, contour, 
directi.on and melod ic rhythm, while only thirty posses s these 
qualities . Of the forty-ei ght g ene r ally p oor in melodic 
qua lity t wenty-one have in a.ddition activ ely detrimental c har-
a cteris tic s such a.s obtrusiv e sequential figures. Perhaps the 
p oor quality of the actua l melodic material accounts for the 
deerth of g ood thematic development. 
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Graph I V 
Rhythm 
For the most part this graph is self-expl anatory 
and require s little commenta ry. Multi- r hythm means the use 
of t wo or more different meters, such a.s 4/4 and 3/~ in the 
same comp osition. Very few, not more than five anthem~ make 
extens ive use of multi-rhythms in the manner of much s ecular 
music of today.l 
1. Ins trumenta l music comes first to mind in this con-
nection, but along the voca l line there a re the 
Symphony of Psalms by Stra.vi:asky and the chora l 
work s of 1!-:' illiam Schumann to sta te only t wo examples. 
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Graph il 
Harmony 
The use of contrapuntel style where the inter-
weaving of melodic line s is the principal concern, the her-
monic progression is secondary, often resu lting in regressive 
harmonization. 
The dearth of anthem composition in the modern 
idiom, of modality utilized according to either the B.ncient 
or modern manner, and the almost compl e te a b sence of free or 
unmetricized rhythm (Graph IV) represent both ~a lack of ini-
tiative and interest in broadening the scope of church music. 
If a new church music style is to be established and lest 
chur ch music lose contact with the musical art EJ S a whole and 
the church whic h is becoming increasing ly concerned with the 
earthly welfare of its congrega.tion, it must bestir itself, 
take an intere s t in the developments of secula.r music a.nd ex-
periment with these or along new lines of its own. The one 
interesting observation to be made from this very small in-
dication of new and indiv idual thought in present-day a nthem 
comp osition is that all the compositions in the modern idiom 
utilize mode.li ty, while only one or two are written in imi-
tation of the a ncient modal styles. 
Since there are only thirty-nine anth ems h a rmoni-
cally b a sed on t he unit of the simp le trie.d wh ich has been 
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seen to be genera lly a.ppropr ia.t e a.s a.n unobtrusive vehicle 
for the setting of words and expres s ion of meaning and s ince 
thirty-eight anthems use full, romantic harmoniza tion unde-
sirably, t we nty-three anthems rema in which may be assumed to 
use full, romantic harmony appropriately subordinated to the 
expression of meaning and me..tched with t he mood of the words .1 
1. in refuta.t i on of Davison's s tatement indicHted in 
footnote 59 on page 42 of Chapter III 
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From these observations of musical techniques and 
artistry, it is evident tha.t present-day church music, or at 
least tha t pha se of it which is concerned with the choir an-
them, lacks ini tia ti ve. It is con tent to borrow forms a.nd 
techniques from other fields of music, adapting them hap-
hazardly to its own textual and worshipful purposes, rather 
than to exert itself in exploration and crea tion of its own 
forms and. techniques more sui table to these purposes. But 
even in this unsatisfactory procedure of musical b orrowing , 
choir anthem composi t iop has grown sluggish a.nd unperceptive, 
fo r it has pr acti cally i gnored the wea lth of resources offere~ 
by it s own ba ckground in seventeenth century Protestant churcr 
music and sixte enth centur y an d ea rlier Catholic mu s ic. 
As with the text, whe r e techn ique wa s seen t o be 
better handled t han blend of ideistic theme and worshipful-
ness, the mu s ical settings a re cha r a cterized by better tech-
nical f a cility tha n blended rela tionship with the te xt and 
worship. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Deta iled Discussion 
of Ten Anthems 
The purpose of this chapter in discussing in-
dividually ten anthems from the represente.tive one hundred 
compositions under consideration is two-fold. Firstly, by 
this method a more detailed clar ification of the application 
of theoretical te xtual and musical criteria to actual anthem 
composition may be obtained. Secondly, an opportunity is 
provided for a closer investiga.tion of some of the more in-
tere sting techniques of anthem compos ition, both problematic 
and successful. 
*** 
Christ Conauereth by Clokey (Appendix II) is an 
excellent e xample of the sort of thing an enterprising anthem 
compos er with initiative can do with the resources offered by 
the rich he r itage of ea rly church music. He ha s borrowed 
form and t heme tic materia l from Gregorian chant, but has 
treated it according to his own individuality of style and 
crea tivity. The Gregorien method of antiphonal psalm sing ing 
is the basis of t he form: 
Antiphon - intonation by first choir 
cantor, the rest sung by 
full choir 
Psalm Tone - first ha lf verse by 
second choir cantor, 
second half, full choir 
Antiphon - first choir 
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Psalm Tone - second verse of Psalm 
sung by second choir 
Antiphon - f irs t choir 
Gloria Patri , - first half sung by 
cantor, rest by a ll 
Antiphon - all 
Clokey's individual treatment and interpretation of the f orm 
present s the following var i at ions of the above form: 
Organ introduction - presenting inton-
ation of antiphon 
in imita tion ha r-
monized in modern 
ma.nner 
Antiphon - sung une.ccompanied as Em-
ciently by cantor or anti-
Phonal choir 
Organ intro~uction - repe~ted 
Psa.lm tone - a.s orig ina lly sung , but 
with a counterpoint to 
Alleluia imitatively in 
three upper voices of 
choir, moti f derived 
from antiphon theme 
Antiphon - full choir in unison 
Or gan introduction figure 
Ps a l m tone - with Alleluia counter-
point both slightly 
altered, the psal m tone 
be ing simpl y a recita-
tion on t he dominant 
without intonation or 
cadence. In the se-
cond half verse t he or-
gan a ccompaniment intro-
duces the antiphon theme 
as a second counter-
melody. 
Antiphon - extensive ly developed. 
Finally stated by cant or 
or antiphonal choir in g 
minor 
Gloria Pa tri - trea te d fuga lly. 
First half same t heme 
as antiphon rhythmic-
ally a ltered; second 
half reminiscent of 
psal m tone 
Ant i phon - unison, developed form, 
not a s orig ina lly s t 2ted 
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In tonality too Clokey has augmented the ancient 
practice. The orig ina.l mode of the eighth psalm tone has 
been retained throughout the fir st part of the compo s ition 
up to the Gloria. Patri where modula tion is made into the 
closely rela ted modern tonality of g minor. The e i$hth psalm 
tone i s used in its or i g inal form, but t he antiphon is adapte 
from the intonation of a.n Alleluia antiphon upon the Psalms 
at Vespers on Saturday dur ing the Eas te r season.l 
The question of the appropriateness of an anthem 
of this sort, so closely associated with liturgical music, to 
the average Protestant service is b ound to a.rise and can be 
volubly a r gued from both sio.es without conclusiveness. With-
out becoming involved in the futility of such an argument, 
there is one thing that ma.y be said. From the point of view 
of artistry, crea tive originality, techn ical temper, and sen-
sitivity of relati onship be t•Neen the music e_nd the text, 
spirit and service of worshi p , this anthem i s perfectly ap-
pointed to Protestant worship. 
If Christ Conauereth represents that type of ori-
ginali ty wh ich interpr ets old materie.l, Te Deum, also by 
Clokey (Append ix II), exemplifie s creative originality, the 
1. The Liber Usualis, the Benedictines of Solesmes, eds., 
(Tourna.i, Belgium, Desclee and Co.) 1938 , p. 307 
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discovery of new modes of expression. The Te Deum, as it 
stands in the Book of Common Prayer-2 with its Latin and Eliza-
bethan background, may b e considered among the prose master-
pieces of all time. The vitality of these weighty words, 
which ha.ve come d own thr ough the centuries and still live to-
day as a second Credo , is mirrored in a new mu s ica l idiom 
which reflects their nuances of magnificence, tenderness a nd 
other-worldliness. 
Clokey 's use of the modern idiom here foreshadows 
what the new church music ma.y be in expressiveness, as moving, 
honest, dee p and reticent of emotion as the tred1 tional style 
of the unadorned triad, and with more versatility. Modern 
techniques specifically chc?..,ra cteristic of the composition a re 
multi-rhythm, modelity (Mode VI tra nsposed to E), tone b locks 
in the impressionistic manner, whole tone progression of 
chords in the same position, harmonic progression unrelated 
except that the b ess motes of the chords f orm a chord which 
has a rel.stionship to the progression , and chords buj_lt in 
fourths. 
The music a l for m of the comp osition is derived 
from the thre e-fold form of the text. No attempt i s ma.de to 
fit the te x tual form, in wh ich each section has its own mood 
2. The Book of Common Prayer , accord ing to the u se of the 
Proteste.nt Episcopal Church in the U.S.A. ( l'' . Y., James 
Pot t and Co.) 1929, p. 9 
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and chEJ ra.cter, into the musical ternary form wherein the last 
section is a repetition of the first. Part I opens fuga lly, 
built on the opening motif which it develops. Part II pre-
sents and develops new ma.te rial in a contrasting mood, char-
acterized by a n act ive eighth-note figure wi th suspensions. 
Part III comb ines themat ic material from the two p receeding 
sections just as in the text the t h ird section combines the 
p ra.ise of the first section a nd the humility of the second 
section. The comp oser , by concerning himself primarily with 
the reletionship of the music to the tex t, has developed a 
new type of thre e -part form wh ich comb ines both textual and 
musical forms into a sing le formal entity f a cilita ting the 
expression of meaning . The mea.ning no longer ha.s to tra.verse 
t wo fo r ms, first textua.l then musical, before achieving com-
plete expressi on, and there is les s technical machinery to 
involve , way l ay and obscure the expression of meaning . And 
yet the best devices of music a l fo r ma l un i ty a nd development 
a re retained. 
Kine o f Glory, Kinp: of Pee ce, by Georg e He r b ert, 
published in h i s The Temple, 1633, is one of a number of 
masterpieces of seventeenth century d ev otionBl p oetry, which 
throug h a comb ina tion of adverse circumstances wer e denied 
entrance into pub lic worship by PuritBnism and have lergely 
remaineo. ever since buried in obscurity. Much of He rbert's 
work i s c lca.r e cte r ized by elaborately polished li terery s tyle 
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and richly orna mented emotional expression, but this poem is 
remarkab le for its simply revea led sensitivity and depth of 
meaning. v'.' he t subtly fee lingful nuances of the centra l theme, 
a singer's obla tion of h i s a rt, are ind ica ted in t h ese lines: 
11 Thou h e.st granted m~ re quest: 
Thou hast heard me,' 
may be interp reted t wo way s : one, i n t h e s en s e of g r a teful 
supplicat ion , Thou best he ard my prayer; or two, in the sense 
of grateful musicia nship, Thou hast b ent a n attentive ear to 
my music. The very simplicity sugg ests the humb le realize.-
tion t h e t music without a.n a.udience is nothing , a nd therefore, 
t he musician is indeb ted to his li steners ra.the r the n the 
listeners to the mus ician. Thi s in tur n presents another 
subtle allusion: just as the musicien is indeb ted to his 
listeners , so we a re indebted to God, for without Him we are 
merely unre a lized potentiality, mean ing l e ss. 
" An d tha t lov e ma.y neve r cease, 
I will move Thee. 
. . . 
Wh erefore wit t my utmos t a .. rt, 
I will sing Thee." 
These line s should be adopted by the whole o f 
church music as its a i m in v.rorsh i p . Church music should be 
a vessel of pure art fitting b oth to convey divine love to 
the congregat ion, make it real, meaning fu l to them; and to 
convey to God t he honest worsh i p a nd praise which results 
fr om t h i s understanding . 
Friedell's mue ical setting (Appendix II) by it s 
contrapunta.l i d iom cEp ture s the subt l e musicB.l B.nd vY orsh i pful 
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nuances of the text, for the contrapuntal style is b oth the 
most highly deve loped style in musice.l art, therefore the 
most subtle, and of all musical styles the most closely asso-
ciated with th e church. Just as a well-balanced relationship 
between text a nd mus ic i s maintained, so technice l temper is 
we ll-balenced. Melody is simple , but Vi!1 th g ood u-ontour and 
progression. Rhythm derives intere s t from the interweaving 
melodic rhythms of the four voices. The harmonic progression 
is, of cours e , subordina.te to the contrapuntal treatment . 
Sing ably a ll p 0rts have melodic intere st. 
In Q Lord God, Unto ~hom v engeance Belongeth by 
Baker (Appe n d ix II), where the text consists of portions of 
four psalms, the p r oblem of heterogeneity arises . Each psalm 
ha.s its own mood and meaning and may only in a superficial 
manner be rele ted to the others with wh i ch it is thus loosely 
associa ted, for t h e connotat ion of its own conte xt lingers an 
confuses the reletionship . For e xample, Psalm Niriety-four 
establishes the theme with its drama and biting invective 
against the triumph s of the wicked in such strong phra.seology 
as "They breal{ in pi e ces thy people . They sl2.y the widow and 
stra n ger: and murder the fatherless." Following Psal m 
Ninety-four, Psa l m Forty-nine presents a change of mood, pen-
sive rumin2 tion in contra s t to active i nve ctive. The confu-
sion in relat i onship occurs in the interpretation of t~e line 
" Ma n t ha.t i s in honor a.n d understandeth not is like the 
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beasts that perish ••• for when he d ieth, he shall carry no-
thing a way.'' In the light o f the foreg oing Psalm Ninety-four 
the interp retation would be that lack of und erstanding and 
sympa,thy renders man bestial, wicked, murderous and cruel, 
but in the lig ht of its own contextual connota tion the inter-
pretation is an unrela ted musing on the good things of life, 
wealth, name a nd lineage, and their ephemerality. 
Not only do the va.r ious sect ion~of the text pre-
sent incompatibilities among themselves, but some of the ideas 
expressed or implied are also incompa tible with worship. Ex-
amples of this are the lust for v en g e ance in Psalm Ninety-
four, the concern for the worldly implied in Psalm forty-nine, 
and fear in Psalm One Hundred Eleven. 
Like the te xt the music al s o displays exceptional 
powers of e xpressiveness and at the same time weakness c f 
heterogeneity and incompatibility. Just as the weak point of 
the text is the inter-relating of the individual sections, 
so the weakest points of the musica,l setting occur in the 
transitions from one section to -another. For the most part, 
the mus ic admirably reflects the moods of the four sections 
of the text, but unfortunately the exceptionally strong and 
dynamic cha racter of the first section, which lend s itse lf 
particular ly well to music a l setting in contrast to the more 
subtle and ambiguous character of the succeeding sections, 
overpowers and overshadows the rest of the composition. 
Although the music everywhere subserves a nd en-
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hances the text, the fault lies in unrel~ted contras t in both 
the text and the music. Instea d of a balanced contrast of 
opp o s ites , it i s a n a symmetrical contras t. Theoretically, 
t h erefore, the use of a comb ina t ion of i d ioms i s jus tifiab l e 
as in character with the mode of expression, a bas ic unit of 
comp osition. Actually, however, the pra ctice of combin i ng 
idioms is unsuccessful, r esulting in the destruction of com-
pos itional unity. The piece doesn 't ha.ng together; the sec-
tions are not he a rd in relation to one another , but as sep-
arate entitie s . Thus, a l thoug h t he opening section r e presents 
an appropriate and sensitive use of t he mod e r n idiom with its 
dissonant pa r a lleli sm , tone b lock s a nd orga num, in comb ina tio 
with the re s t o f the composition i:il the conventional i d iom, 
it is unsuccessful. 
Like Q Lord God, Unto Whom Venge a nce :J e lono;eth, 
Once to Every gan and Nation expresses moods and ide e.s imcom-
patible with worship. The text, b y J ames Rus s ell Lowe ll, is 
a dapted from a long poem entitles The Present Crisi s , and in 
thi s adapt s tion lies the other short-corning of the t ext . The 
poem was inspired by the Vexic a n 1 7a.r and t he slavery que s tion, 
the i mplica tions of which a re lost by t he limitat ions of t he 
adapt a tion. Meaning , there fore, cease s to be indig enous with 
t he or i g i na l context , but b ecome s instead a superficia l i m-
p osition o f t he i de ology of other a ttributes of the service 
of worship such 8S sermon and Scr jpture reading s with which 
the composition finds itself associRted. Althoug h the text 
is in common u se as a hymn, the fa.ct that it is le ss occupied 
with theology and concerns of the church tha n with statesman-
s hip and concerns of the sta te is evident from the linking of 
the divine and t he moral a nd the confusion of finite deity: 
truth and g ood, and infinite deity: "Behind the dim unknown 
standeth G·od ••• keeping watch a.bove hi s own." 
Reflecting the modern c ast o f the text is Doer-
sam's setting in the modern, dissonant idiom (Appendix II). 
The secula r connota tion of the text, howev e r , transfers it-
self to the music in spite of the fact tha t the strength of 
the t ext pe rmits a succe s sfu l blending of such a powerfully 
individua listic musical style. ~ u s ical techniQue s include 
multi-rhythms and subtly complex secondary rhythms, tone 
block s a nd othe r forms of paralleli sm such as motion in paral-
lel fourths. Melody is motivic rathe r tha n thematic with the 
emph as is on melodic rhythm rather tha n on contour or p rogres-
sion. 
Thu s despite rc>.ther excep t i ona l artistry as re-
gard s technica l te mper a nd t he sensitive inter-rela tionship of 
text a.nd musice. l setting , from the point of view of worship ful 
mood and theme this comp osition is p oor ly suited to the pur-
p oses of a devotional anthem. 
The problem of the Neg ro spiritual as an a ttribute 
of worshi p · i s a unique one. In its fa v or is its forthr i ght-
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ness, the honesty and depth of its religious fervor. In its 
disfavor is its colloquialism and persona.liza.tion of style. 
An examin~tion of Listen to the Lambs by Dett (Appendix II) 
will more cleerly illu s trate these qu a liti es . 
The text is a combination of a verse of Scripture, 
Isaiah 40: 11, and a colloquia l commenta.ry on tha.t text, 
"Listen to the lambs, all a-c:ryin 1 , 11 cha.ra.cteristic of the 
Spiritua l which is frequently either a scriptural paraphr ase 
or colloquial comment a.ry on Scripture. A distinctive quality 
of the s p iritual text i s the appreciation for the sound of 
words almost to the e. xclus ion of the sense, as ind icated by 
the abundance of re petition. The effect is suggestive of that 
of primitive incantation and the result is a type of ob jec-
tivity which in turn obliterates the subjectivity of colla-
quialism. In thi s particular comp osition the round, resonant 
sounds of !, ~' g, a and b road 1 a re e mphasi zed in t h is manner 
Like the text, the musica l setting is character-
ized by the same qu a lity of re petition, but where the text 
thus a tta ins a de g ree of ob jectivity , the music succeeds only 
in emphasizing t he rhythmic figures peculia.r to Ne g ro music, 
the musical colloquialisms. Syncopa tion, a.l ways an ob trusive 
rhythmic cha.racteristic, is a fe e t u r e of ll!egro music, we ll-
re p resenteQ in this comp o s i tion by the following fi gures: 
c c ~ r G r· 1 r c ~ r 1 r r r 
Certa in specie.l effects such as humming and the 
use of the solo, also c h aracte r istic of the Pe g ro s p iritual, 
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are of a self-conscious, obtrusive quality generally found 
unsatisfactory in aid of w o~ship. It must be s aid, however, 
tha t no other style with the e x ception of Gregorian chant ha s 
achieved such objectivity of solo sing ing . 
Melody, as represent~d by the middle section of 
Listen to the Lambs , a lthough bordering on the obviousne ss of 
tune and the fol ' _-song , is neverthelese. characterized by 
gracefulness of contour, depth o f feeling , balance and pro-
gression. Harm ony, also is of the very simplest progression, 
a fine example of appreciation for the humblest musical unit 
and love of the common tria.d. vrhat a. wealth of variety in 
nothing more than a tonic triad held for three bars~ ~hat 
effectiveness in the power of a non-harmonic tone! 
Can t h is music be labelled sentimental? There is 
a dep th of feeling emanating from knowledge of compass ion and 
tenderness c:md what it is lilr.e to be a 'la.mb a-cry in'' in want 
that transcends the maudlinly sentimentBl. This is emotion 
which, having pas s ed throug.h sentimenta.li ty, ha.s e.rrived at 
objectivity b y the round-ab out rather than the direct method, 
but objectivity achieved in this manner is of necessity 
colored by the p rog ress through sentimentality. In conclu-
sion, therefore, the individual color a nd cha racter of the 
s p iritua l limits it in association with worship to thos~ oc-
cas j.ons where the mood of the spirit o f worship and the char-
a cter of the service permit this typ e of music to blend with-
out being obvious or obtrusive. 
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*** 
In a simila r relationship to worship as the 
s p iritual i s the narrative type of anthem represented by 
Kemmer's I He e.rd Two Soldiers Talk ing (Ap p endix II) • 'I'he 
story-telling medium of exp ression is too often ept to be in 
a different tempo from devotion, the underlying i mplication 
of the story alone being worshipful. PracticBlly the only 
exceptions a re t h e parables of Scripture, reconciled to de-
votion by t h e mood and style of the language, which i s more 
abstract and the figurative symboli sm o f which is more spirit-
ually connota tive than the vernacular . 
'Nhere the a ppe a.l of the text of I Heard Two Sol-
diers Talking is the same as tha t of the parable, the power 
of sugge s tion of implied meaning , the appea l of the a ctual 
expre ss ion is concrete imagery which is slightly artificial, 
self-cons cious a nd sentime nta l. For examp le: "'The night is 
late. Those thieves take long to die.'" "One was lik e a 
b :fioken ro se . One wP. s like a flame." In the l a.st st~mz a. 
where the concre te imagery is replace ~ b y more abs tract ex-
pression, the qu a lity o f the te x t falls down a nd the power of 
expressivenes s i s weakened. 
The form of the te xt consists of t h ree episodes, 
p resenting three different pictures in the manner of the trip-
tych altarpiece of Italia n Renaissance a rt, and, also like 
the trip tych , a ll three p ictures heve thB same comp ositional 
de ~ign . Ea ch stanza o f the te x t preeents a tab lea u of t wo 
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figure s e.nd a. pertinent r ema r k by e a c h : I h e a.rd t wo ••• and 
one said ••. e nd the othe r said ••.• 
Forme.lly the mu e. ical setting reflects the s a me 
repe tition of form within form. Each stanza of the text i s 
set in a small three-part form and a ll three a re simila r, be-
ing var ied only by h Rrmonic a n t te xtural trea tment. The mu s ic 
is further related to the te x t in mood by the melancholy, 
modal ca.st of the melody and t he oppres~ iv e, funerea l , almos t 
monotonous qu a lity of 6/4 meter and the rhythmic fi gure s 
j J j j and J .J J J7j . Both the cha.r 2 cter o f the 
melody a nd the thematic repetitions a re reminiscent of fol k 
ballad s where a ll sta nza s are s u ng to the s a me folk tune. 
The a nalogy with t he fo l k ba lla d would be comple t e were it 
not for the abs ence o f the refra in. 
In s p ite of t he unde niable e f f e ctivenes s of this 
composition , b o th in i nd ividu al qu a lities of tex t and music 
and in s k ill an d sensitivity of t heir i n ter-relati onsh i p , it 
cannot b e cons i dered a n anthe m suitab l e to worsh i p or t he en-
h ancement o f d e v otion . Ra ther t han s p ring ing from the inh er-
ent emotion and d r ama of worshi p , t he effectiveness is exte r-
nal, its source the calcu l a ted the a t r icality and sense of 
showmans h i p o f the compo se r. 
The same t hea tricalism, though of a less sub tle 
q u e.li t y chc< racter izes Gaul' s J:-T eer , .Q T_hou She p h erd o f Isreal 
(Appendix II). Thi s i s the firs t of three anthems to be sub -
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sequently discussed wh ich cont a in few if any of the q_ualifi-
cations of g ood anthem writing . 
The text of t h is anthem is c heracte r ized by 
heterogeneity of ideas, elaborate and rich e xp ression and ex-
cessive a r bitra ry repetition to the de triment of the mean i ng -
ful continuity . But by f ar the most unde s ira.b le cheracter-
istic of the te x t is t he adaptetion of t he arig ina l in such a 
way tha t the orig ina l meaning of the words i s altered. For 
e xample t he anthem te x t rea ds: 
"Thou has brought a v ine out of Egy p t. 
Thou madest room for it: and when it 
h ad t aken root, it filled t h e l a nd. 
The hills were covered with the shad-
ow a nd the b oughs t he reof. The h ill s 
~i t h shado~~~~~ like th~ goo<l\i~­
ceda r trees. 
---
while the orig inal verses of Psalm Ei ghty read: 
8 . "Thou hast b rought a vine out of 
Egy pt; thou hast c as t out t he hea-
then, an d p l anted it. 
9 . " Thou p repa.redst r oom b efore it, 
and d i ds t caus e it to tak e deep root, 
and it filled the lBnd. 
10. "The hills were cove red with the 
shadow of it' and the boughsth:ere:-
of were like t he gOOCfly cedars ." 
S o p oor i s the rela tionsh i p of music wi th the te x t 
tha t the appeel of supplica tion, " He a r, 0 Thou Shepherd of 
Israel, show t hyself also, come and help us ••. stir up Thy 
strength •.. t urn u s HgB in," assumes t he quality of a jeer: 
Let's se e you show yourse lf and stir u p your s treng t h . Ju s t 
try turning us, we da re you! In general the music is sensa-
tional , pompous in the manne r of a circus ringma ster or t he a -
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trical master of ceremonies. It is m~nneristic in the worst 
/ 
sense, u s ing musical cliches reminiscent of movie music and 
musical show music a.s well as that phase of jazz known as the 
blues. 
Spec ifica.lly, technique is cha ra cterized by ex-
p loita tion of obtrusive rhythmic fi e;ure s such as the trip let 
and syncopa tion , t he u se of lush, post-romantic harmony in-
eluding daring modulations, interchang ing major e.n d minor, 
full com~ lex chords with predominance of diminished sevenths, 
ninths , and chords with t h e added sixth. Felody is l 2 rgely 
lacking , b ut once or t wice, as though the composer had sud-
denly remembered tha t musicel factor, a solo in the best tried 
and true love-song manner a ppec:.rs. The following li s t of 
tempo and dynamic mark ings t aken directly from the score in-
dica tes both the over -done colorism an~ the super-saturated 
emotionalism of the whole comp o s ition: Grave, Maestoso sem-
p re marcato, Adag io, Lentemente con espressione, Ca ntabile, 
/ Con moto, c:.nd 3 ien rhytbme. 
All the se fea tur es comb ine with poorly balanced 
singability, for m and a cc ompan iment to render the composition 
a bla.tant examp l e of poor tc>.ste in church music. 
Y' herea. F the fa.ul t of Hee_r, Q T_hou Shepherd of 
Is r Qel lie f' in excess of textual and musical expressiveness, 
tha t of Supp lication by Sammond (Append ix II) lies in exactly 
the opposite e xt reme of paucity of textuc.l and mu sical ex-
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pressiveness. 
The text is characterized by conventionality, 
/ 
cliches and lack of conviction. Singleness of theme and 
meaning fulness o( idea, and consequently meaningfu l progres-
sian, a.re lacking . The te xt is simp ly a c ontinuous string of 
cliches: "cle anse our he erts, purge our sins, by f a i t h we 
cling , thosA who weep and mourn, s weet res t , burd ened hea rts, 
they lean upon thy breast, grace radiant sh ines from thy dear 
face, souls h a ve winged t h eir flight, an~ s hades of death's 
dark night.'' In consequence of the meaninglessness of clich~s 
and thematic idea, the nume rous repetitions are basically 
superfluous. 
In this essential meaning l e s sness of the text lies 
the ineffe ctuality of the music. If a tex t possesses no ex-
IJressive or ideistic qualities, there is nothing for music to 
set. l'T or c an a musice_l setting compensate for such a lack in 
the text, posses s ing no cap2 city of its own for mood a nd mean-
ing . The musica l setting in f orm and harmony trie s to g ive· 
sense and substa nce to the comp osition, but as neither h as a 
para llel in the text, the attempt is unsuccessfu _ . Th e e p i-
sodic fo rm is inde pendant o f the textuEl form, while the har-
many, with its fairly smooth progression but fre ouent modula -
tion, trie s to enhance any sugge s tions of mood which the un-
grateful text affords, but succeeds only in asserting itself. 
Melody is unins p ired with no thematic develop-
ment an d little themetic continuity a.nd unity. Phythm is 
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cha r a cterized by monotony of r hy thmic f i c;ure s and unjustifi-
ab le mu lti-rhythms . 
*** 
In b oth Hea r, 0 Thou Shepherd of Israel end Su p -
p licati on , te x t and mus ic al setting s h ow a certBin a moun t of 
relati onsh i p , h owever p oo r l y ba l a nce d , but in Nob le' s Ma gni-
f ica t e.n d Nunc Dimi tti s (Append ix I I) lack of ba.l e.nc e and in-
terp l ay of tex t a nd mu s ic constitutes t he p rincipa l chara cter 
i s tic and g r ea te s t f a ult. 
The t ext s of h oth the Ma gnifica t and Nunc Dimitt i 
are con s p icuous f or t h e ir cen turies of a.ssociat ion with mu s ic 
in t he church. From early time s t h e s e t ext s h ave t aken t he ir 
p l a ce b e s ide s t he psalms i n the church servic e , b eing t e r me d 
c a nticle s, whic h means scrip tura l te x t s other tha n t h e psalms 
des i g n ed to be s ung . They are d i r ectly resp ons i b l e for s ome 
of the f i nest s a c red mus ic, b oth Cat holic and Prote s t a nt, 
ever writte n i n any age, from Gregor i a n c han t t h r oue h Pale s -
trina and Ba c h to Mo zart a nd Vaughan- William s. 
Nob le' s settin g i s d i s tingui shed b y p oor l y bal-
ance d t e c hn ica l temper a n d eclectici sm . Melody e nd rhy thm , 
a dequ a t e but u n inte restin s ly t r ea t ed , are ov e r -ba l a.nced b y 
har mony wh ich is lu sh and f ull and charac te r i zed by chroma-
t ic i s m, dramatic u se o f the a ppogg i a. tura a nd ma n neri s ti c u se 
o f the unre solved dimini sh ed s ev enth ch ord a ft er t he manner 
and re mi n i s c ent o f Wagn e r. 
Th e pas sage b e s t illustrating t he ob jectionabl e 
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qualities of this composition occurs a.t the beginning of t h e 
Nunc Dimittis. The famili a r text reads , "Lord, now lette st 
thou t hy servant depart in p e a ce," not only sugges tiv e, but 
a ctual ly express i ve of peace. The musical setting , howev er, 
consi s t s of a very chrome tic pa ssa_g e including enha rmonics, 
dramatic a ppogg iaturas and Wagnerian unr e solved diminished 
sevenths , a ll better adapted to th e expres s ion of e restless, 
dynamic, emotional text t han to one of pea ceful mood and 
rnea.n ing . 
This chapter is in the same rela tionship to 
chapters IV and V as ga ller y notes are to .:m exhibition of 
painting s, a. verhal interp~e ta.tion a nd augmentation to enable 
the mind to assist the eye. The foregoing discussion of an-
thems may be conside r ed as a literal or verbal expression of 
the application of t ex t u a l and musjcal criteria pictorially 
expressed in chepte rA IV and V. These ten di s cuss ions in-
dic a te the h i g h de gree of jnd ividuality involve d in the ap-
p lica tion of t extua l end musical criter i a to ino iviO. u e l an-
thems. 
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CHAPTER VII 
Conclusion 
In the ligh t of the foregoing study and with re-
gard to the hypothetical questions posed in the introductory 
chapter, what predictions can be made concerning church music 
in the nea r future? Lest church music settle yet more hope-
lessly into its pre sent rut of mediocrity, .both church musi-
cians and clergy must bestir themselves. The duty lies first 
with the comp osers and performers, for they are directly re-
s ponsible for the music, but without the clergy they are 
helpless. 
Perhaps one reason for the mediocrity of present-
day church music as compared to tha.t of the age of Bach re-
sults from lack of accurate and universal comprehension and 
understanding of whe.t constitutes worship and the service of 
worship. The period from the Reformation through the time of 
Bach had, if not a true and vite l spirit of worship, at leas t 
a uni versa.l form of worship famili a.r to clergy , church musi-
cians and congre gation alike. Pre sent-day denominationalism 
has destroyed this unity, substituting var iety which has con-
fused the minds Emd purposes of clergy , church musicians and 
congregation; that is, their eims and a ccompli sh:nents no 
longer s pring from the same s pirit and form of worship and 
consequent ly clash with ea ch other and with worship. It is 
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this chaos wh ich is directly responsible for worshipfully un-
suitab le church mus ic texts and the setting of texts to music 
in an unsuitab le manner. 
Of l a te there has been among the denominations a 
promising trend towa rds working tog ether. There is a. notice-
a b le desire for better understanding and occasionally an 
a ctive inte r est in the re-e xamination of doctrines in the 
light of their similarities rather than from the less toler-
ant sta.ndp oint of their differences. Perhaps this denomina-
tional geni a lity is due to a Brothe r hood-conscious fashion. 
Whatever the cause, better und e rstanding and unity within the 
Protesta nt church should be a. great boon to church music. 
Closely akin to this same tolerance for one's 
fellow men and their different creeds is the increa sing in-
terest the church is tak ing in the worldly existence of its 
followers. It is b eginning to t ake an active interest in 
such social problems as socia l welfare, r a cial relations, 
industria l rela tions and interna tional relati ons. Without 
much s tretching of the imag ina tion one could p lot a pE rallel 
in chu r ch music where the social interest would tak e the form 
of inte re s t in the d evelopments of secular music and their 
adaptation to needs a nd purpose s o f the church. This would 
b e advanta g eous in unifying the function s end inter ests which 
t h.e c hurch Berve s and those most immedi a tely in the service 
of the church. Little has been don e along this line, as was 
noted e a rlier in thi s s tudy, excep t to de te rmine t wo g ene r a l 
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approa c he s: re- explora tion of the old , and experiment with 
the n eVI . Both of thec.·e e,pproaches are found in modern secu-
lar mu sic; one i s c a lled neo-classici sm a nd the other has 
been variously termed p ost -impres s ionism, atonality, t welve-
tone system, and others. 
Most directly adv a ntageous to c hurch mu s ic a lone 
is the increa,sing inte res t in mu s icianship in the c h u rch . 
Probably affili a t ed v ith the re awa kening interes t in the 
me a ning behind t he c hurc h service, i s t h e conc ern for the ap-
p ropria te p l a c e of music in the church, which should le a d ul-
tima tely to a concern fo r the appropria te music for tha t 
place. Already ther e is an inter est in b etter-tra ined , better 
mus ica l ly educ a ted amateur c h oirs, not to mention the wide-
s preading intere s t in g roup sing ing of b oth the congre gation-
a l-commu n ity ~nd the choir-glee club sor t. The se with t he 
additional f a c t t ha t ministers, t hrough a more ba l anced musi-
ca,l educ e. tion , are becomi ng more musically di s c r imina t e , 
should lea d to dissatisfpction wi t h mediocrity of comp o s iti on 
and interpre t a tion ae well as bung ling directorship end sup er-
vision, s uch as i s f reQuently e ncountered in the music corn-
mittee s . 
But t hese trends i nd ic8 ted for the near future 
of church music will fa il in t heir purp os es unles s t he c h urch 
i n a ll it s aspects renews its Faith: 
" ••• the prime requisite of a com-
p ose r of Church ~rtu si c i s a. s trong 
and lively Fa ith : A bu rning 3 elie f 
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in the reality of Our Lord's life 
upon e a rth c>.nd His all-pervading 
Life in Hi s Church today a n d for-
ever. Such a Fa i th a s insp i red all 
g re a t composers of Church music 
from the unknown Grea.t and on 
thr ough t he cen tur i es of Palestrina 
and Ba ch. Hav ing that, and a c qdir-
ing a p roper technique, he will p ro-
duce truly relig ious mu s ic, and in 
p ortray ing e motion it will be a n 
emotion a lmost too dee p for p or-
t rayal, and he will never sin~ into 
the mire of t h eatricPlness or be 
lured by commerc i e_lism." 1 
1. H. Eve rett Titcomb 
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NOTES I 
SOURCES OF TEXT AND MUSIC 
COMPOSER TITLE 
Andrews, Mark, Q Brightness of the 
Immortal Father's Face 
. --
Arcadelt,- Jacob , Ave Maria 
-----
Baker, Robt., 0 Lord God, Unto ~hom 
Vene;e"inceBe IOilge ~ 
Baumgartner, 
H. Le Roy 
Baumgartner, 
H. Le Roy 
In Him We Live 
----
Th e Conqueror 
~~ Beach, Mrs. Renedictus 
H.H.A. 
Beach, Mrs. I Will Give Thanks 
H.H.A. 
Bi ggs, Rich- Father in Hea~en 
ard Keys 
Bingham, Seth, The Lord's Prayer 
SOUECE 
OF TEXT 
SOUR.CE OF 
MUSIC 
Hymn of Soph- original 
ronius (7th cen.) 
Prayer to Vir-
gin Mary used 
variously in 
Catholic ser-
vice e.s Alle-
luia verse, 
Tract, Offer-
tory, Antiphon; 
from Luke 1:42 
16th cen-
tury mote 
Psalm 94, 1-7 original 
II 49, 20 
II 111, 10 
II 57, 9, 11 
Jacob 23:3, 8 original 
Psalm 10:1 
Job 9:7, 36:26, 
9' 12; 13' 10 
Acts 17:24-28 
O. M. Albig , from orig ina 
"The Evangelical 
Messenger" 
Luke 1:68-79 
Psalm 111 
Matt. 6:9-13 
original 
includes 
tradition-
al hymn 
tune, 
King 's 
Lynn 1 
origina l 
orig inal 
l. The English Hymna l (Lon., Humphrey Milford, Oxford Uni-
:v:e?sity Press, A.R. ;'Eowbre.y e.nd Co.) 1933, p. 726, #562 
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COI.ftPOSE?. 
Bitgood, 
Roberta. 
Bitgood, 
Roberta 
TITLE 
~ Good Thing It Is To 
Give Thanks 
Hosanna 
Candlyn, T. In the Bleak Mid-winter 
Frederick H. 
Chapman , E.T. God Be In MY Head 
Christiansen, Lullabye on Christma.s 
F. Melius Eve 
Clokey, Jose ph, Christ Conauereth 
Clokey, Joseph, Te Deum 
SOURCE SOURCE OF 
OF TEXT MUSIC 
Psalm 92 original 
Moravian lit- original 
urgy, Chris-
tia.n Gregor 
·Maek 11:9 
Christina G. orig inal 
Rossetti, 
from A Christ-
mas Carol 
Old English original 
prayer from 
Sa rum Prim·e r, 
1558 
Oscar R. orig inal 
Overb y 
Psalm 117 Antiphon 
derived 
from Alle-
luia anti-
phon u p on 
psalms at 
Vespers 
during 
Ea ster sea 
son; 8th 
psalm tone 
Latin Hymn of origina l 
Tha.n k sgi ving, 
early Chris-
tia n origin; 
Book of Com-
mon Prayer 3 
2. 
7, 
J • 
cf. footnote 1, page 74, Chapter VI 
cf. footnote 2, pag e 75, Chapter VI 
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COMPOSEF 
Clokey, Joseph, 
Clokey, Joseph, 
Coke-jephcott, 
Normcn 
Curry, W. 
Lawrence 
Curry, W. 
Lawrence 
TITLE 
The Q:lory of Lebanon 
Two Kings 
0 Love That Casts 
Out Fea-r--
The City Glorious 
Thee, Holy Father 
We Adore 
Daniels, Mabel, Christmas in the 
Wood 
Daniels, Mabel, fiY:mn of Triumph 
Dett, R. Na than- Listen to the Lambs 
iel 
SOUP.CE 
OF TEXT 
Isa.iah 65:10 
II 29:17 
II 55:13 
16th century 
Christ Church 
manuscript 
SOUHCE OF 
MUSIC 
orig inal 
orig inal 
Horatius Bona~ original 
used as a 
hymn 4 
A. Cleveland 
Coxe 
Calvin W. 
Laufer 
Ton-y-
Betel, 
Welsh tun 
original 
Frances M. original 
Frost 
Edwin Arling- orig inal 
ton Robinson, 
from Sisera, 
published in 
Nicodemus, 1932 
Isa iah 40:11 ba sed on 
tradition 
al Negro 
spiritual 
4. 
5. 
The Hymna l (N.Y., the Church Pension Fund) 1940, #457 
Wm. Arms Fisher, ed., Seventy Negro Spirituals (Boston, 
0. Ditson Co.) 1926 · 
Li s ten to the Lambs first appea red in the 1909 edi-
tion of:Reiigious Folk Songs of the Negro. The ori-
g ina l conta ins an antiphona l effect, the chora l re-
s p on s e, "All a -cry in''' being unmelodic monotone. 
9urleigh , Een r y T., ed., Negro Spiritua.ls (N.Y., Ricord 
and Co.) 1917-28 -:;~:;~~~~~f12~ rele ted to Hear de Le mbs a-c~yin' by: • 
Burlin, ~:atalie C., ed., f.! e p~ro ,Eolk Songs N.Y., Sc r-
mer) 1918 
Dett' s composition "designed e_s somewha.t ela.bora.te 
de velopment of origina.·l Negro t h eme." 
S ture "He shall f ee " 
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COMPOSER 
Dett, R. 
Nathaniel 
Dickinson, 
Cla.rence 
Doersam, 
Cha rles 
Edmundson, 
Garth 
Edmundson, 
Gl!'rth 
TITLF. 
Benea th the Shadow · of 
the Gre et PrOteCtion-
Once to Eve!X Man and 
Nation-
None Other Lamb 
The Radiant ~!t orn 
Emery, Dorothy, Praise to God the 
Angels Sing ---
Friedell, Ki~ of Glory, Kin~ of 
Harold W. Peace 
---
Gale, 1.r•a.l ter, Come Unto Me 
Gallus, 
Jacobus 
God Hath Now Ascended 
Gaul, Harvey, Hea r, 0 Thou Shepherd 
of Isrie_l __ 
SOURCE 
OF TEXT 
from The 
Story of the 
Jub ilee Sing-
ers 
.. Ta.mes Free-
man Clarke 
James Rus-
sell Lowell, 
from The 
Prese~Crisis 
Christina G. 
Rossetti, from 
Christ Our ~t._ ll 
in All --- --
----
SOUPCE OF 
~EUSIC 
based on 
tre.di tion-
al Negro 
s piritua l 
orig ina.l 
origina l 
orig ine.l 
Godfrey Thring , original 
used a.s a. hymn 6 
Vernon Emery origina l 
Geo. Herbert, original 
from The 
Temple;-1633 
Matt. 11:28- 30 orig inal 
Latin Alle-
luia verse, 
Offertory, or 
Anti phon. 
Litera 1 tra.ns -
lation by Gene. 
Branscombe 
Psa.l m 80 
16th cen-
tur y motet 
based on jewish 
themes 
6. The English Hymnal, p. 400, f 279 
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COMPOSER TITLE 
Gaul, Harvey, Lincoln Prays After the 
Battle of Bull Run 
Gaul, Harvey, 0 Lord God of Hosts 
Gillette, 
James R. 
Goldsworthy , 
W.A. 
Goldsworthy, 
W.A. 
Goldsworthy, 
. W.A. 
Q Spirit of the Living 
God 
Bethlehem 
Christ the Lord Is Risen TOday __ _ 
How Beautiful Upon The 
MOUntains 
Gretchaninoff, I See Thy Kingdom 
A. 
Hallstrom, 
Henry 
Hallstrom, 
Henry 
Henschel, 
Georg 
For the Peace of the 
WOrla-;-.Q Lord 
Iviorning, Hymn 
James, Philip, The Day Is Gently 
Sinking 
SOURCE 
OF TEXT 
from Abraham 
Lincoln's 
Bull Run 
Prayers, 
sta te papers 
James Mont-
gomery, used 
a.s a hymn 7 
Mrs. C .F. 
Ale xander 
and others 
Che.rles 
Wesley, used 
as a hymn 8 
Isa.iah 52:7 
SOURCE OF 
MUSIC 
original 
origina l 
orig ina.l 
Brahms, 
Gauntlett 
and others 
orig ine.l 
orig inal 
from Russian original 
Orthodox Ser-
vice Book 
Henry Hall- original 
strom 
Henry Hall- orig ina l 
strom 
from the Ger- origina l 
man of Robt. 
Heinick 
Christopher original 
Wordsworth, 
used as a hymn9 
7. The Methodist Hymnal (N.Y., Eaton a nd Mains, Cincinnati, 
Jenning s and GrahaffiT 1905, p. 139, # 188 
8. Ibid , p. 114, # 156 
The Hymna l 1940, # 95 
9 • oP. cit . , P -:-42," # 61 
The Pil ·-rim H mna.l l! .Y. Pil rim Press p . 408 
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CQ1'iPOSER 
Johnson, 
Alfred H. 
Jones, David 
Hugh 
Kemmer, 
George W. 
Kopolyoff, 
Andre 
Kopolyoff, 
Andr~ 
Kre.mer, A. 
Walter 
Lewis, Free-
man 
Lockwood, 
Charlotte 
TI TLE SOURCE 
OF TEXT 
SOURCE OF 
MUSIC 
The Sonp; of th~ Shepherd from Bun- original 
Boy yan's Pil-
grim's Pro-
gress 
Hast Thou Not Known? 
I Heard Two Soldiers 
Talking 
Alleluia, Christ Is 
Risen 
Heavenly Light 
Thy ¥1ill Be Done 
0 Thou in Whose Pre-
---sence 
How Burn the Stars Un-
Ci18:nging 
Isaiah 40:28-31 original 
Theodosia original 
Garrison 
Easter song of orig inal 
Little Russia 0 
English text 
by Alice IV: at-
tullath 
Charlotte 
Elliot, used 
as a hymn 11 
Joseph Swain 
used e_s a 
hymn to sa:me 
melody 12 
John J. Moment 
original 
original 
Hymn tune, 
Meditation 
by Lewis12 
orig ina. l 
Lyons, James, The Lord Descended 
from AbOve 
pa.raphra.se of 
Psalm 18:9-10, 
from Stern-
hold and Hop-
kins 
from 
Urania, 
collection 
of compo-
sitions l.ly 
Lyons, pub 
Phila. 176 
10. 
11. 
12. 
A customary salute.tion on Easter Day in Russia: "Christ 
is risen. He is risen indeed." 
English Himna.l, p. 585, # 440; Meth odist Hymnal, p. 367 
Hymne.l 19 ·o, # 420 Pilgrim Hymnal, p. 184 
Benjamin Shephard and Wm. Lawrence, eds., The New 
Ba ptist Praise Book (Phila., American Baptist Publish-
ing Society) 19~p. 236, #263 
Meth odist Hymnal, p. 373, #530 
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COMPOSER 
Macfarlane, 
Will C. 
Margetson, 
Edward 
TITLE 
Give Thanks 
He Stooued to Bless 
McAmis, Hugh, 0 Lord, Suuport Us All 
the Day I::ong 
Mea.d, George, Th~ Lord Qy_ Wiso_om Hath 
Founded the Earth 
------
Moore ,Ha rold,- Q Saviour of t h e ir orld 
Morgan, Haydn, 
Mozart, Vi .A. 
Mueller, 
Carl 
13. 
Bow Down Thine Ear, 
0 Lora.--
Sa nctus 
-----
Now Thank Vie All Our 
God 
SOUFCE 
OF TEXT 
Eric Wilson 
Barber 
anonymous 
Proverbs 3, 8 
Psalm 86 
Isa.ia.h 6:3 
from the Ger-
man, _run Dan-
ket, by Me.r-
tin Rinkart, 
1636; used as 
a hymn 13 
Eng lish Hvmnal, p. 689, #533 
Hymnal 194~276 
Methodisr-Hymnal, p. 21, #30 
Pilgrim Hymnal, p. 6, # 8 
Baptist Pra is e 3 ook, p. 395, #449 
SOURCE OF 
MUSIC 
original 
orig ina.l 
orig inal 
orig inal 
original, 
from The 
Darkest 
Hour 
original 
origina l, 
from the 
Regu1~ 
Mass 
melody 
first ap-
pea.red in 
Praxis 
Pietatis 
Melica, 
1648, va.r 
iously a t 
tributed 
to Joha.nn 
C .. ruger, 
Rinka rt 
e.nd Ma ren 
zio 13 
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COMPOSER 
Neidlinger, 
W.H. 
Noble, T. 
Tertius 
Noble, T. 
Tertius 
Noble, T. 
Tertius 
Parker, Hor-
atio W. 
Parker, Hor-
a.tio 1~r '1 : • 
Parker , Hor-
a tio w. 
Parker, Hor-
atio 'fii ' . 
Parker, Hor-
a tio 1JV • 
Roberts, J .E •' 
TITLE 
The Silent Sea 
Come, 0 Thou Travel-
ler UnknOWil-
Grieve Not the Holy 
Spirit of God 
Ma gnificat and Nunc 
Dimittis 
Before the Heavens ~ere 
.§Eread Ab roa.d 
In He e.venly Love Ab idin.o; 
Now Sinks the Sun 
I 
The Lord Is MY Light 
The Lord I s y Shef:he rd 
Evening and Hornine; 
SOURCE 
OF TEXT 
John Green-
lea.f Whittier, 
from The 
Et.ern~Good ­
nes s; used a.s 
a hymn 14 
Charles Wes-
ley, used as 
a hymn 15 
Ephesians 
4: 30-32 
Canticles 
Luke 1:46-55 
Luke 2:29-32 
mixture of 
scriptura.l 
par aphrase 
and literal 
scripture ; 
John 1 
Anna L. ~a.r-
ing 
Latin hymn, 
J e.m sol re-
cedit 
Psalm 27:1-3 , 
7, 9 , 16 
Psalm 23 
Isaa c Gregory 
Smith 
14. Hymna l 1940, #441 
Meth odi s t Hymnal, p. 332 , # 472 
15. Eng lish Hymnal, p . 521, #378 
Methodi st Pymna l, p . 360, # 511 
SOURCE OF 
MUSIC 
original 
orig ina l 
original 
original 
original 
orig ina.l 
original 
orig ina l 
origina l 
orig ina l 
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COMPOSER TITLE 
Ross, Orvis, The Bird of Christ 
Sammond, Her- SupPlication 
bert S. 
Schelin, C. 
Albert 
Shaw, Geof-
frey 
Shelley, 
Ha~rry R . 
Shure, R . 
Deane 
Sioux Triba l 
Chant 
Snow, Francis, 
We See The Christ 
Praise God in His Holi-
ness 
The King of Love MY 
Shepherd Is 
The Old Boat Zion 
Stars Lead Us Ever On 
Str ong So~ of God 
Sowerby, Leo, I V'ill Lift Up Mine Eyes 
Sowerby, Leo, Like the Beams That From 
the sun 
SOURCE SOURCF OF 
OF TF.XT MUSIC 
Fiona Mac- orig inal 
Leod , pub. 
unoer the 
titles of 
From the Hill 
of Dreams-,--
1896; The Hour 
of Bea.u:t"Y, 1907 
H.S. Sammond origina l 
Arnold Lowe 
Psalm 150 
paraphra.se of 
Psa lm 23 by 
Henry w. Baker~ 
1868 
Thoma s W. 
Ce.rter 
Sioux Triba 1 
text ade.pted 
by Oscar Avery 
Alfred Lord 
Tennyson, In 
Memoriam 
Psalm 121 
*** 
orig inal 
orig inal 
orig inel 
White 
Spiri tua.l 
from The 
Sacre~ 
Harp by S 
P. Poyner 
Sioux Tri 
bal Chant 
orig ine,l 
orig inal 
orig in8l 
Stainer, John, God So Loved the V::' orld John 3:16-17 orig ina.l, 
f r om The 
C-rucifix-
ion 
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COMPOSER 
Thoma s, ChriS-
topher 
Thompson, Van 
Denman 
Titcomb, H. 
Everett 
Voris, 1r .R. 
TITLE SOURCE 
OF TEXT 
.Q Clap Your Ha.nds To- Psalm 47 
gether 
SOURCE 0? 
MUSIC 
original 
0 Love Divine Oliver Wen- original 
I Will Not Leave You 
c oiii'f"Or tress 
For Ah! The Master Is 
So Fair 
dell Holmes, 
Hymn of Trust, 
used a s a hymnl6 
Proper Com-
munion for 
Whitsuntide; 
John 14:18 
from an old 
English mis"'" 
sal 
origina.l, 
Veni 
creB:tor 
theme use 
orig inal 
Y.' e aver, Powell, 0 God, Our Help in 
Ages Past 
Isaac Watts, orig inal 
paraphrase of 
Whiting , 
Arthur 
Whitmer, T. 
Carl 
Wihtol, Aus-
tris A. 
The Desert Sh~ll Rejoice 
God of the Dew, Go£_ of 
the Sun--
Haleluyah, Christ Is 
Ris en 
Ps a l m 90, used 
as a hymn 17 
Isaia.h 35 orig ina l 
Maltbie Bab- original 
cock from 
Thoughts fo r 
Everyde.y Li vigg 
from Easter origina l 
service at 
Rus s ian church 
of Kre.sna,ya 
Dvina, reper-
toire of Lat-
vian singers 
16. 
17. 
Methodist Hymnal, p. 318, # 457 
Pilgrim Hymnal, p. 144, # 177 
Baptist pra ise Book, p. ~33, # 259 
English H!mnal, p. 595, ~' 450 
Hymna l 19 0, #289 
Ivlethodi s t Hymnal, p. 405, # 577 
Pilgrim Hymnal, p. 38, # 46 
BaPtist Praise Book , p. 51, # 54 
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COMPOSER 
Willan, 
Healey 
TITLE 
1 Looked, and Behold ~ 
White Cloud 
Williams, Darest Thou Now, .Q Sou1._ 
David McK. 
Williams, Deus Misereatur 
Da.vid McK. 
Willia.ms, The - King's Highway 
David M·cK. 
Woodman, R. At Eventide It She.ll Be 
Huntington Light 
Woodman, R. ~ Song in th~ l'Tigh t 
Huntington 
Yon, Pietro, 0 Faithful Cross 
Yon, Pietro, Our Paschal Joy 
York, Curtis, Sing ~e All Noe1._ 
SOURCE · SOURCE OF 
OF TEXT MUSIC 
Revelations original 
14:14, 15 
John 4:35, 36 
Matt. 13: 39 
Walt Whitman, orig inal 
"Whispers of 
. II Heavenly Death 
from T.eaves of 
Grass 
Psalm 67 original 
Evelyn At- original 
we.ter Cummins 
Zechariah 14:7 original 
Wisdom 18:14, 15 original 
Isaiah 30:29 
verse of poetry 
original 
D.H. Decker original 
anonymous origine.l 
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NOTES II 
PUBLISHERS REP.RE SE"NTED 
Augsburg •..•..•........•••••••. Minneapolis 
Boston Music Company •••••••••••••••••• Boston 
Oliver Ditson •••••.••••••••••• Philadelphia 
Carl Fischer ••••••••.•• New York and Boston 
J. Fischer and 
H. VI . Gre.y Co. 
Brother . ........... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Galaxy Music Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
New York 
New York 
New York 
Kama Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hunleth Music Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chicago 
Chicago 
Theodore Presser ••••.••••••.• ·• Philadelphia_ 
G. Schirmer •••••••••.•••••.•..•••• New York 
E.C. Schirmer •.••••••.•••• . . . . . . . . . . 
Arthur P. Schmidt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
B.F. Wood Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
C.C. Birchard and Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
Boston 
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100 J. Adeste F1 e es 
(0 Come, All Ye Faithful) 
JOHN READING. 
. . ·-r~ . . 
faith-ful Joy-ful and tri- um-phant,O come ye, 0 . come ye to 
An-gels, Sing in ·ex- ·ul -· ta.- tion,Sing all ye ci-tiz-ens of 
de -les, Lae.ti tri-um-phan-tes, Ve - ni - te, ve- ni- te in 
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heav'n a.- bove: Glo-ry to God --,In the highest, glo --ry! 0 come,let us a.:. 
. J J J~ 
Na-tum vi- de- t.eJ Re-gem an-ge- lo -rum.Ve-ni- te, a~ do-
.._,. 
come, let us .a-dore Him, 0 come, let us a-dore:Him, Christ the Lord. 
re-mus, Ve - rii - te, a.- do- re-mus, Ve- ni- te a-do- re-mus 
Ho~v Firm a Foundation. Portuguese Hymn. 
M. Portogallo. 
1. Bow h -:-{oun - da-tiolJ:', -1( ~1 • ts of the Lordi Is 
2. "Fear not, I am with thee, oh, e_) not dis - mayed, For 
3. "When thro' the deep wa-ters I ca thee to go, The 
4. "The soul that on J e • sus hath leaned for re - pose, I n."' , __ 
.. 
Words underlined in red evidence poorly matched 
accentua.tion between text a.nd music. }Tote aim-
less and detrimental repetition in last stanza. 
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Dedicated to Doctor George L. 7' enney and The United Choirs of lc 
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A FANTASIA 
FOR SOLI, CHORUS AND ORGAN 
Based on 
TRADITIONAL HYMNS AND CAROLS 
Texts by MARGARET LESTER 
Music by 
WILLIAM LESTER 
1 Chorus: "Awake, Awake, GoodPeopleAll"l 
2. Solo and Chorus: "Come, Good Friends" ~ Section I (70 min.) 
3. Chorus: "How Brightly Beams" J 
4. Solo: "Christ the Lord is Risen" l 
5. Solo: "The World Itself' ~ Section II ( 6 min.) 
6. Chorus: "The World is Full of]oy Today" J 
7 Chorus: "Gabriel's Message Does Away" 1 . . 
8. Choral Finale: "All the Toil and Trouble" S Sectton III (3 mm.) 
Each of the eight units may be used separately if desired. 
Units designated by Arabic numerals. ( r) etc. 
An Easter Service-Anthem may be arrange'd. by doing Nos. r-2 and 8. 
(11 
No. 7515 
Price complete .25 
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15 
7315 12 
7316 .15 
7317 .15 
7318 .12 
7322 .15 
7323 .12 
7327 . 15 
7335 .12 
7344 15 
7355 15 
7389 .20 
--
7394 .15 
7399 .15 
7401 .15 
7406 .15 
7411 .12 
7420 .12 
7423 .15 
7424 .12 
7426 .15 
7427 
7428 .15 
7454 .12 
7456 .15 
7457 .15 
74:58 .15 
7459 .15 
7463 .15 
7464 15 
CHORUSES 
IN OCTAVO FORM 
GRUBER SPIER Silent Night S S.A. 
FRENCH MORGAN There Was a Shepherd Maiden T T.B.B. 
12th CENTURY Beautiful Saviour T.T.B.B. 
BECKER, ARTHUR Sing Noel S.A.T.B . 
GOLDSWORTHY, W. A. The Christmas Story S.A.T.B. 
RICH, GLADYS A Christmas Wish S.A.T.B. 
RICH, GLADYS Beneath a Southern Sky S.S.A. 
RICH, GLADYS A Christmas Wish S.S.A. 
KINSCELLA, H.G . t What Child' is This? Above the Saviour's Manger S.A.T B. 
DOERSAM, CHARLES H The Lord's Prayer S.A.T.B. 
SHURE, R. DEANE Dwell Ye in Love S.A.T.B. 
JOHNSTON, EDWARD F. I Heard a Great Voice S.A.T.B. 
CLOKEY, JOSEPH W Te Deum S.A.T.B. 
GOLDSWORTHY, W.A. Dawn in the Garden S.A.TB. 
DETT R. NATHANIEL Now Rest Beneath Nights Shadows S. S. A.A. 
DETT R. NATHANIEL The Lamb S.S.A. 
DETT R. NATHANIEL I'll Never Turn Back, No More S.S.A.A. 
BORTNIANSKY-BEMENT How Greatly Thou Art Glorified S. S.A 
GRETCHANINOFF-BEMENT Palm Branches S. S.A. 
MENDELSSOHN-BEMENT Happy and Blest are They S.S.A. 
MENDELSSOHN-BEMENT 0 Thou, True and Only Light S.S.A. 
BUCHANAN, ANNABEL M. Immensity S.A.T.B. 
BACH-BEMENT With Heavy Fetters S.S.A. 
12th CENTURY- MORGAN Beautirul Savior S.A.T.B. 
FLOYD, ALAN Lullaby to the Child Jesus S.A. 
MOLITOR-GOLDSWORTHY Praise ye the Lord S.A.T.B. 
AIBLINGER-GOLDSWORTHY A Song of Thanksgiving S.A.T.B. 
GOLDSWORTHY, W.A. Rise, Glorious Conqueror S.S.A.A.T T B B 
BRANSCOMBE, GENA Wreathe the Holly S.S.A.A. 
BRANSCOMBE, GENA Wreathe the Holly S. A.T. B. 
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ANTHEMS 
Show Me Thy Way, 0 Lord (s.A.T.B.) 
For Ah! the Muter u .o Pair <S.A.T.B.> 
Breathe nn Me, Breath of God (S.A. T .B.) 
Lord u My Keeper, The (s.A.T.B.) 
A Prayer for God'• P~ (S.A.T.B.) 
A Ballad of Trea and the Muter (S.A.T.B.) (Lent or General) 
Thou Art My Kina (S.A.T.B.) 
Ride On! Ride On! <S.A.T.B.) (Palm Sunday) 
Sprina Bunta Today <S.A.T.B.) <Euter) 
Sprina Bunta Today (T.T.B.B.) (Easter) 
Sprins Bunta Today (s.A.) <Euter) 
Father, In Thy MyaterioiU P...-nce Kneeliq (s.A.T.B.) 
Soldien of the Cross, AriM! (S.A.T.B.) 
I Only Kaow (s.A. T .B.) 
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Capriccio (Mendeb.obn) (Arr. by Thomp.on) 
Nottumo (Gries) <Arr. by Thompson) 
Theme, Arabesques and Pusbetta 
Throush the Valley of Shadow 
To an American Soldier ( ElesY) 
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SERIES IX 
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Why d() the Heathen rage? Arr. and ed. by M. N. Lundquist. 
A CappeUa . . 
Lord, reveal to me Thy paths. Arr. and ed. by M. N. Lund-
quist. A Cappella . . 
Evening Hymn. Arr. and ed. by M. N. Lundquist. A Cappella 
Jesu, Priceless Treasure. (Based on a Chorale Melody by 
.Johann Cruger). A CappeUa . .. 
.At Morn, at Noon, at Twilight Dim. A Cappella . 
How Beautiful upon the Mountains. Ace. ad lib. 
Thou Comforter. A CappeUa . 
Once to Every Man and Nation. 
Responses (A Cappella j 
Art Thou Weary, Heavy Laden? (S.A.T T.B. with Organ 
Ace.) (Nocturne from "Midsummer Night's Dream" ) 
Arranged by 11. A. Fricker 
Short Communion Service (A Major) 
Benedictus es, Domine (G Major) 
Tantum Ergo. A CappeUa 
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SERIES VIII 
C.M. SATB Unless otherwise noted 
5ll Shenk, L. My Shepherd (Festival Anthem) .15 
512 Jones, D. H. Hast thou not known? A Cappella .15 
513 Jones, D. H. Great and Marvelous are Thy Works. A Cappella .15 
514 Coke-Jephcott, N. 0 God, Who hast prepared for those who Love Thee. 
With Tenor Solo. .12 
515 Panclu>nlw, S. V The Promises (Based on "The Beatitudes"). Arr. by P. J 
Wilhousky. A Cappella. .12 
517 CanJlyn, T F H. Benedictus es Domine (G minor) .15 
521 Franck, C. 0 Lord Most Holy (Panis Angelicus). Arr. by Ch. P Scott . .15 
L«:kwood, N. Three Choruses for Peace. A CappeUa 
523 No. I. Exhortation. .12 
524 No. II. Psalm No. II .12 
525 No. III. Laud. .12 
529 Aschenbrenner, W Cherubim Song (S.S.A.A.T T.B.B.). A Cappella .15 
530 Norwegian Folk-
Song 
The Great Angelic Host (S.S.A.A.T T.B.B.). (Grieg·Bull-
Aschenbrenner). A Cappella. .15 
531 Shenk,L. 0 Thou Victorious One (Silesian Folk Tune). (S.A.T.B. 
with Descant for Three·Part Women's Voices) . .12 
533 WiJJ, W We Thank Thee (Thanksgiving or Patriotic) .15 
538 Butcher, F C. Let Saints on Earth in Concert Sing (Armistice Day and 
Festivals of Remembrance) .20 
538a Brass and Percussion Parts-Score only .35 
539 Olds, W B. A Pastoral Choralogue (S.A.T.B. with Narrator and Mezzo. 
Sop. and Bass). A Cappella. ·.· .15 
541 Mozart, W. A. Alleluia, from the Motet "Exsultate, Jubilate" (S.S.A.T.B.) 
Arr. by E. Rosenberg .15 
543 Titcomb, E. Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis .15 
544 Skilton, C. S. Lord of all Being, Throned on High .15 
555 WiJJ, W. Into the Woods my Master went. (S.A.B.) .15 
556 WiJJ, W 0 Blessed Day of Motherhood (S.A.B.) .15 
557 JJ'i.IJ, w Our Blest Redeemer. A Cappella .15 
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C)bt 6oston musk a ompanp 
Octabo Qburtb mu~it 
6tnttal flnt{Jtnts 
Oeaoocl, G. L. 0 bleiMd are they which love Thee (S. eolo tul lib.) 
Bullard, F. F. Immanuel'• Land (A. eolo) 
Bullard, F. F. New fl'lery mornlna Ia the love (S. or T eolo) 
Bullard, F. F. Awake, my aoul (A. or Bar. eolo) 
Bullard. F. F. The Jtlnl& of Love my Shepherd Ia (A. T. B. eoli. 
Violin or 'Cello. obbl. tullib.) 
w.a.t .. , L. Croealni the Bar (a cappella) 
Gowaod, c. Hold Thou my hand (S. eolo, Violin obbl. tul lib.) 
Puker,H. w. Grant, we beeeech Thee (Collect) {a cappella) 
ao.t.chlua, p. Give ear to my worda, 0 Lord (S. solo) 
Goetachlua, P. The Lord Ia my Shepherd 
Goetachlua, P. Teach me Thy way, 0 Lord (T. eolo, Violin or 
'Cello. obbl. Gd lib.) 
Burdett, G. A. The dawn of earth'• new Sabbath {A. eolo) 
Meadel8aohn, F. 0 rat In the Lord (Violin obbl. tul lib.) 
Toura, B. Now the day ta o-ver 
Gounod, c. The ero. of Oalftl'7 
Gowaod,C. The ero. of Camlry (Trio for S. T. B.) 
Gounod,C. The Peace of God (S. A. eoli) 
Gouaod,C. RockofAaea 
Goonod,C. The aanda of Um~ are •lnklnl& (S. B. eoU) 
Gounod,C. Gentle, holy SaTlour 
D'IJuly, V. 0 alni unto the Lord (S. T. B. eoli tul lib., Alto 
part Gdlib.) 
BaUud, "6. F • BTeotlde 
a.cJa.J. s. Grant ua to do with H8l (a cappella) (CIIorGU) 
Rotoll, A. .Jeauaooly 
Uttle,A. E. Croulnl& the Bar (B. eoU ad lib.) 
Chun:hlll. N. I will maantfy Thee (Bar., T. or M.-S. eolo) 
Burdett, G. A. Be of l&ood c:ouraae (T, and B.eoli tul lib.) 
Smart. Rolancl Prafae the Lord, 0 my aoul 
Turoer,B. Sun of my aoul (S. or Bar. eolo tul lib., Violin 
obbl. Gd lib.) 
Turoer, E. 0 dap your handa (S., T or Bar. eolo tullib.) 
Maund•, .J. H. 0 wonhlp the KJn& (S. eolo tul lib.) 
Burdett, G. A. From every atormy wind (A. eolo) 
Beethoven, L. '91lD Hear, 0 Lord, when I cry 
Harrla, c. I wUl pour out my Spirit {S. B. eoli) 
WhlteheRd, P. A. Bleaaed of the Lord (S. or T eolo, B. eolo tul lib.) 
Elliott, R. B. 0 how amiable (S. or T. eolo tullib.) 
Bandel, G. F. Holy art Thou (Largo) (S. eolo tullib.) 
DYorak. A. 149thPaaJm 
Colburn, S. C. 0 Lamb of God (A. B. soli) 
Protheroe, D. The Treea and the Muter (a cappella) 
C5be 6oiton musit ao., t)oQon, mass. 
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